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1.0 IHTRODUCTIQH
This manual is written for users of the three-dimensional version of the TEACH computer
program as developed at P&NA.
This program solves the governing transport equations in Reynolds average form for the
flow of a three-dimensional, steady state, viscous, heat conducting, multiple species,
single phase, Hewtonian fluid _ith combustion. The governing partial differential
equations are solved in physical variablQs in Qither a Cartesian or cylindrical coordinate
system. The effects of rotation on the momentum and enthalpy calculations are modeled in
cartQsian coordinates. The flow of the fluid should be confined and subsonic with a maxi-
mum Mach number no larger than 0.5.
The program is flexible and is written in a modular form. By simply turning the calcu-
lation of various transport equations in the input on or off, several types of flow can be
solved. For examplQ; either laminar or turbulQnt, rQacting or nonreacting, single or mul-
tiple specie, and isothermal or nonisothermal flows can be solved. The fluid may contain
up to four distinct SpQCiQS, which may be inert or undergoing turbulent combustion.
In order to demonstrate the range of fluld flow problems that can be solved by the above
procedurQ, several sample cases are included. These cases range from simple laminar pipe
flOW tO the flow field genQrated by a JTgD cooling louver.
ThQ program has beQn made quite versatile by adding a useful feature which allows blockage
inside the flow fiQld to be defined by thQ input• This feature Qnables the flow insidQ
almost any geometry, within the constraints of thQ coordinate system, to be computed.
An effort has bQen made to include WwarningsW etc., so that the solution obtained is thQ
numerically correct representation of the flow field. However, Computational Fluid He-
chanics is, in spite of the advances made, a black art and the user has to rely on his ex-
perience to ensure that an accurate solution has bQen obtained. The following criteria
should be helpful in this respect.
1) The inpu_ ip properly defined. Close inspection of geometry plots and careful examina-
otion of every variable field in the printout is necessary to make this determination.
2) The solution has converged, All the residuals are smaller than the error determined to
be acceptable for the case. Determination of an acceptable error is usually done from ex-
perience, and generally varies from 0.5_ to 5_.
3) The solution has stabilized. Flow properties in sensitive regions of the computational
domain have stopped changing from one _eration to another. This criterion, in conjunc-
tion with the convegence criterion, is necessary to ensure that a numerically correct sol-
ution has been obtained. However, in SOme cases, where the convergence criterion is
difficult to satisfy, acute monitoring of the variable fields during the iteration process
can be relied on for an acceptable solution.
_) A grid independent solution is obtainedt Grid independence is attained when the use of
a finer mesh does not change the results significantly. In a 3D code, the number of nodes
available is often not adequate to go to a finer mesh. In such situations, some idea of
mesh independence can be obtained by going to a coarser mesh.
5) Meph Reynolds number,.and Peclet numbers arq within _mit_, The wall Reynolds numbers
and Peclet numbers are printed in the output. Wall Reynolds numbers should be between 30
and _00. Peclet numbers should be between -5 and +5 in regions where any field variable
has a high gradient.
6) Cell as=ec_ ra_io i_ _GceDtable. The aspect ratio of computational ceils should be
unity to ensure accuracy, rap_d convergence and to avoid numerical instability. However,
in most cases this criterion may not be satisfied and under relaxation factors may have to
be reduced significantly to achieve convergence•
Since proper definition of the computat{onal grid is essential for smooth convergence and
accurate solution of the flow field, the user is advised to make a preliminary run with a
coarse grid. The flow field obtained should then be inspected carefully to ensure that
the boundary conditions are properly specified and to ascertain regions of steep gradients
which will require a denser grid. The problem should then be run again with a fine grid
using a denser grid in the regions of steep gradients. An option is provided for the in-
spection of the grid before running the program to facilitate the selection of optimum
grid spacing.
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In the initial running of TEACH, it i5 often difficult to obtain stability in the simu-
lation of turbulent reacting flow. Guidelines to aid the use are given in Appendix F.
The program can be run interactiveJy or submitted to batch from any CMS terminal. Running
interactively allows the user to check the geometry and boundary conditions and make a
short run to see if a case will start properly and examine intermediate calculations to
determine if it is going to solve the problQm intended. Because it is not always practi-
cal for the user to run all cases to completion on CRS, a version of TEACH is available to
executQ these cases as a batch job. ThQ decision to run batch or CRS is made at the be-
ginning of a CMS terminal SQSsion.
The user will require some basic experience before he is able to employ all the capabili-
ties of the program. It is strongly advised that a few simple problems be solved before
attempting to solve a complicated problem. In this regard reproducing at least a few of
the sample cases solved in this manual might prove useful.
In the next section the theoretical foundations of the computer program, which include the
governing transport equations, the discretized equations, the solution procedure, and mod-
els of combustion and turbulence, are described briefly. See reference 1 for details.
In S_ction 3 the mechanical structure and operation of the program are described. This
includes a functional diagram, a flow diagram, line by line description of the input and a
sample of the output options available. A typical CMS session is also included.
The final section contains the sample cases, Each case includes a copy of the input, grid
plot, sample output, and streak line plots in the _lanes of interest.
2.0 ENGINEERING DESCRIPTIOH
This section presents the theoretical foundations of TEACH to familiarize potential users
with the TEACH model, and includes the coordinatQ system, the basic differential equations
being solved, and the finite difference versions of those equations used in the model.
2.1 Grid and Cgqrd.inate 5ypt;e m
TEACH uses a 3-dimensional orthogonal coordinate system (Cartesian or cylindrical). The
grid formed by the intersection of coordinate lines iS used in the modeling of fluid flow
systems. The intersection of the grid lines form the grid nodes at which all flow proper-
ties except the velocities u, v, and w are calculated. The axial velocity, u, is calcu-
iated midway between grid nodes in the axial direction, the radial velocity, v, is
calculated midway between grid nodes in the radial direction, and the tangential velocity,
w, is calculated midway between grid nodes in the tangential direction (figures I and 2).
Directions in the grid are identified as north, south, east, west, front and back.
A breakup results in defining an array of rectangular cells, each bounded to its west and
east by X-gridlines, to its north and south by Y-gridlines and to its front and back by
Z-gridlines. The u, y, and w velocities lie in such a manner that normal velocities lie
on scalar cell boundaries (Figure 5).
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2.2 Governing Differential Eauations
Solution of a flow problem in TEACH consists of solving a SQt Of equations including, the
continuity Qquation (conservation of mass), the three equations of motion (conservation of
momentum), the energy equation, the thermodynamic equation of state (relating pressure,
density, and temperature), and a suitable set of scalar equations such as the species
transport equations. These equations are derived for nonreacting, compressible, multipIe
species, laminar flow. For an explanation of the turbulence model, the combustion model,
and their inclusion in thQ equations developed herQ, see reference (1).
Laminar flow problems can be solved Nith the NaviQr-StokQs equations and a suitable set of
scalar transport equations. The transport equation in its general form states that the
net amount of a scalar such as species or energy carried into a control volume by the mass
entering it (the convection term) plus the amount entering through diffusion or conduction
(the diffusion tQrm) plus the amount generated within the control volume, such as through
a chemical reaction (the source term), must equal zero. Turbulent flow equations are sim-
ilar to thQ laminar flow equations except that viscosity is replaced by an effectivQ
viscosity Nhich includes thQ nturbulent" viscosity causQd by the turbulent eddies, and an
effective pressure term due to the turbulence kinetic enQrgy.
2.2.1 The Continuity _qua_ion
The continuity equation is a special case of the transport equation in which the mass it-
self is being balanced; there is no diffusion term and no generation term. The continuity
equation expresses the fact that for any control volume under steady state conditions the
mass flowing into the volume must equal the mass flowing out. The flow field is specified
by the velocity vector
(1) V = fu + Jv + kw
where i, j and k are the unit vectors, and u, v, and w are the components of velocity in
the X-, Y-, and Z-directions respectively.
The mass flowing out of the two faces of the control volume poerpQndicular to the X-axis
having area dydz are given by
(2) pudydz and (pu + 3PUdx) dydz
aX
Similiar expressions can be written for the front and the back faces. Subtracting the
mass flowing into one face from the mass flowing out of the other gives the net mass flow-
ing into the Qlement in thQ X-direction
(3) apU dxdydz
ax
A similar expression can be written for the mass flowing into the element in the Y-, and
Z-direction.
_pV dydxdz
('_) ay
_pW dzdxdy(5) @z
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Addition of Qquation 3, 4 and 5 giVQS thQ equation Of continuity which states that the
mass flowing into the volume must equal the mass flowing out for a steady state system
(6) _pu + ap_..__vpwa'_'-"_y +_= 0@Z
2.2.2 Momentum Transport Equations
The Qquations of motion are derived from Hewton's Second Law, which states that the summa-
tion of forces acting on a body is equal to the time rate of change of its momentum (i.e.
mass times velocity)
(7) _F- 1 d(mv)
gc 3"£
considQring the right hand sidQ of the equation first, the mass of fluid entering the west
face is pudydz. The velocity of this fluid is u and thereforQ the momentum per unit time
entering the west face iS
(8) (pudydz)u = pu2dydz
[upv + _ (upv)dY]dxdz
F]ow Ieavfng ..,, a.,v
y _ [u.w+ _ (.owl_ldxUz
_L Flow entertng ,El F .K "_
X F leavfng
south face
FIGURE 4
U-MOMENTUM TRANSPORT INTO A FLUID CELL
(For clarity, not all flows are shown)
Figure ; shows the expressions for the U-momentum crossing the faces of the Control
Volume.
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Fluid flows into the control volume through the south face at the rate vdxdz with a ve-
locity component in the X-direction of u, so the contribution to the X-momentum per unit
volume is
(9) (pvdxdz)u = puvdxdz
The momentum per unit time leaving the east face is
(lO) [ou 2 +_ (pu 2) dx] dydz
_X
Similarly, the momentum per unit time leaving through the north face is
(11) [pUV +_ (purl dy] dxdz
Similar expressions can be written for the front
mentum per unit time entering from that leaving,
unit time of the fluid in the control volume
and the back facem. Subtracting the mo-
gives the net increase in X-momentum per
_ a (puw) dz].dxdy(12) [ _-_ (pU 2) dx] dydz + [ _ (puv) dy] dxdz + [ _-i
Any increase in momentum of the fluid in the X-direction is produced by forces acting in
the X-direction on the control volume. In general there are two types of forces to be
considered: Body forces such as gravity and surface forces such as pressure and viscous
shear.
Nhen a control volume having dimensions dx, dy, and dz is isolated from a fiuid, the forc-
es acting on it while in the ftuid can be represented am shown in figure 5.
[ayy + _ dy] _dz
Y
I _¢' zJ (%. + dxdz
if Io X
i T _lOxx
X
k
x I EOzy• ": .z]
oyydydz
FIGURE 5
EXTERNAL FORCES ACTING ON A FLUID CELL
(For clarity, not all forces are shown)
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Gravity is a body force acting on every particle in the control volume. Its contribution
to the external forces acting on the control volume is
(13) gxPdXdydz
where g is a vector denoting the gravitational force per unit volume. If the coordinate
system is rotating, centrifugal and Coriolis forces must be added as body forces.
(13.1) p [2 _ x 9 * _ x (_ x F')]
Where _ is the vector representing the angular velocity of rotations,
presenting the velocity of the fluid and _is the vector representing
center of the fluid cell.
= T,.,x * j=y *
V = iu * 3v* Rw
F = Ix * ]Y * Rz
_z
is the vector re-
the location of the
See reference (4) for the development of (13.1). The other components shown in the figure
are pressure and shear forces which act only on the surface of the control volume. The
x-momentum enters and leaves the control volume as a result of normal stress _xx and
shear stress_yx and_zx. These stressQs can be expressed in terms of strain rates in thefollowing manner.
(14)
= _U _U _V _W
axx -P + 2_ _-_+ x (_+_+_)
_x _y az
(15)
"yx " " ( _-Zv+ 3_uu3x _y )
and
(16) ..( _w+ 3u)Ozx _-_ _-_
where _ is the viscosity of the fluid and X is the second coefficient of viscosity which
has an empirically determined value of -(2/3) _.
The x-momentum entering and leaving the control volume by the action of these stresses can
be treated in a manner similar to the x-momentum entering and leaving the control volume
by convection. Hence summing all the forces in the X-direction and dropping terms that
canceI yields
(17)
_°XX _ _°ZX
(gx p +_+ +_ ) dxdydz
_X _y _Z
Putting equations 14, 15, and 16 in equation 17 yields
(18) t aP _ _u 2 au 3V _W a aU aVgxp-3-_+_[2_- (_+_+_)] + (u(_+_))_x ax 3 _x ay _z 3"_ _y _x
+ a_..__z["( _x_W+ _"z_U]]Idxdydz
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Equating the rate of change of momentum to the forces acting on the control volume (ex-
pressions 12 and 18 respectively) and dividing throughout by d× dy dz we have the follow-
ing x-direction equation of motion
(19)
a(puu) + B(pUV) + B(puw) BP B BU 2 BU BV Bw
Bx By BZ - Pgx - m + m [2. _ - ( _ + -- + -- )]Bx @x Bx 3 Bx By az
+ B (.( Bu + Bv )) + B Bw BuB7 3"._ B-R _ ("(_Bx+ --Bz))
2.2.3 Thermodynamic Equation of State
Density at Qvery point in the control volume iS calculated using the equation of state
(20) P =
where m j is the mass fraction and M WJ is the molecular weight of species J .
2.2.4 Scalar Transport Equations
An example of a scaZar transport equation is the energy equation which has a convection
term, a diffusion term, and heat generation terms. The convection tQrm represents the net
heat carried into the control volume by the mass fZowing across its boundaries at a rate
proportional to the velocity normal to the boundary.
z •-,rpu"_ + B aa-'_ -_ (pvH) +U_z (pwH)(21)
The diffusion term represents the net heat entering the control volume through conduction
at a rate proportional to the thermal conductivity of the fluid
aT a _T _ (K_T)(22) _ (K ) + (K +
_" _ -_) "_- _z"
and heat carried in by mass diffusion
B ( ) --(Zh._I'D. +-- (Zh£'t"__m_l(23) TX" Zh#I_ _ + B am_'_ aBx By By _ _z _z i
The generation term S(H) consists of radiation and shear work, and when the corrdinate
system is rotating, S(R) consists of Nork done on the fluid by centrifugal and Coriolis
forces. The terms due to centrifuge1 and Coriolis forces are:
(23.5) S(R) = -pV. [ G (; . F) - F (; . _) ]
See reference (4) for the development of S(R). See reference (1) for the development of
the shear work terms and reference (2) for development of the radiation terms. The final
energy equations becomes:
(24)
B B B B (KBT) B KBT _ KBT _ ,(T.,I'j_h!_ )(pUll) + _ (pvH) + _ (pWH) = _ "_- + "_" ( _Y" ) + "_ (_"Z') ;)X _X
+ L (:_1.,ehiam_ ) + L (_I"_h_. _ ) + S(H) + S(R)By By Bz az
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The specie transport equation must be solved for each SpeCieS prQsent in the control VOl-
ume. The convection term represents the mass fraction flowing into a control volume
(25)
_--X _ (pvm_)+_ (pWm_)
The diffusion term represQnts molecular diffusion of the SpQOiQS into the control volume
Hhera r'£ is the mass diffusion coeffic|an_ of SpQCiQS I. The source term
(27) SL (T, m_)
represents the time averaged rQaction rate of species _2 which is a function of temper-
ature and mass fraction of the SpQCiQS. The final species Qquation becomes:
a _ a amI.+ a _+ _ 3mZ + SZ (T mL)(28) _ (pum_) + ._. (pvm_) + _. (pwm_) = _ CZ 3T _)-_.CZ 3y 3_ [_ I)T
2.2.5 The Modeled Equotions
To summarize the equations being solved and the flexibility afforded by the program, as-
sume that a very basic problem is to be solved. Such as a constant density, constant tem-
perature, single species liquid flow field. The unknowns in this Qxample are u, v, N, and
p. The three equations needed arQ:
the continuity equation
(29) 3 3
_-_-(pu)+ _. (pv)+ TE (pw)= 0
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the X-momentum equation
_(pUU) + _(pUV) a(pUW) _P + @ (Z_ _U
_x _Y + _Z = Pgx - 3_ _ _ )
(30) +3_ (_( 2_u+ av )) +
ay ay _-_
+ p[(V - z _x + X_z) _z -
the Y-momentum equation is
_(pUV) + 3(pVV)
3x W
(3t) + a-ya(2_ _av )
(_( a_ww+ a_uu))
ax az
(w - X_y + yUx ) _y + v_z - w Uy]
+ a(pw) _ p-- _ a_PP+ _ (u( au + av ))
az °y ay ax 3_ a-_
a av
+ p[(W - X_y + y_x ) _x - (u - Y_Z + Z_y) '"z + W_x - U_z]
the z-momentum equation is
(32)
a(pUW) + a(pW) + a(pWW) aP + a (_( aw + au )) + a av + aw ))
a aw
+ T/ (2_ "_ )
+ p [(u - Y"z + Z.y) -y - (v - z_ x + x- z) "x + U_y - v_x]
If the problem is changed to a non isothermal gaseous flow extra unknowns, P and T are to
be calculated. The equation of state and the energy equation must also be solved.
(33) P = pRT
Energy equation
a (pUll) + a a a aT a aT a aT
(34) a-_ _ (pvH) +T_ (pwH) =_ (K_ ) +_ (K 3_) +_ (K_) + S
If the flow field involves different specie undergoing mixing, the energy equation has
more terms added to account for the heat carried by the diffusion of the individual
specie.
Energy equation
a (pUH) + a a a aT a aT a aT
(35) + a (zr_ hL am_ ) + a__ (Zrlhl _ ) . 3a-_ ax a_ ay _ (_r_h_ am_az) + S
where a species transport equation must be solved for each species, J.
Specie transport equation
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a-_ (pum_) +-_ (0vm L) +_ (pwmL) -_ ax _'y ay _'z (_ az
For turbulent flow, two more equations must be solved; one for K, the turbulence energy, and
one for e, the energy dissipation. ThQ turbulence model replaces the laminar viscosity
Pl with the eddy viscosity _e_in the momentum equations. It also adds extra terms to the mo-
mentum equations, the species transport equations, and the energy equation. For reacting
flows, a reaction rate term which determines the rate at which the fuels and oxidants react
to form products is added to the specie transport equations, equation 36, as a source term.
All of the transport equations can be algebraically manipulated into the form:
where the Ieft hand aide contains the convection terms and the right hand side comprises
the diffusion terms and the source terms (S). Any term that is not a diffusion term or a
convection term i5 added to the source terms. Table I contains a tabulation of the terms
in ¢, r and S.
Contt nuity
x-momentum
y-momentum
U
V
z-momentum w .
Energy H K
3U 2 aU + aV + 3W + } _V + _ _W BP + PgX
+ p [(v - z=x + xuz) uz - (w - X_y + yu x) _y + vuz - WUy]
_v 2 _u + _.__v+_w + _ _u + _ _w aP +POY
+ p [(W - XUy + yUx ) :X - (U - Y:Z + ZUyI) UZ + WUX - UUZ]
_W 2 _u + _v + _w + _ 3U + _ _v _P + PgzT£ _ _'_ " 3"_ T_" _" _--__ T'_ T_"" _z _z
- + - - + xuz) ux + U_y - yu x]* _ [(u Y=z Z_y) _ (y z=x
T£a lh _-_aml+a(_-_ h T_m)+ _Tz (h am_+ STaz)
- p {u [=y(yUx - XUy) + =z (ZUx - XUz)] * v [:x (X:y - yu x)
+ =z (ZUy- yUz)]' + w [:x (X=z - Z=x) + Uy (Y=z- ZUy)]}
Specie transport mt F_ S6
Table i
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2.3 Discretizina the Equations
This section contains a presentation of thQ technique used by TEACH to solve the general
transport equations, given in section 2.2.5. The goal is to describe the approximations
that are made in derving the finite difference form of the Qquations from the differential
equations. This knowledge will allow the user to recognize the errors that could arise
and enable him to avoid them. There are several techniques that can be used to discretize
the differential equations all of which produce essentially the same difference equations
(see reference 3). The technique used here is the integral method. In this method the
differential equation is integrated over the volume of a cell. The cell geometry given
below will be used throughout this section.
FIGURE 5
SUBSCRIPT NOTATION FOR A FLUID CELL
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Integrating the convection terms over the cell volume:
(38)
yields
(39)
separating
z_f 7Zb y_s yn CXe
w
_-- (pU_) dxdydz3x
z_f zb y_s yn (PUd)x e - (PUd) x I dydz
w
sz>s:. .sz (40) Zf (pU_lxe dydz (pu@) x dydz
-f w
At this point We make our first approximation; P, u, and _ are all functions of x, y, and
z, but using the mean value theorem, _hich states
(41)
where
(42)
f(z)dz " f(Z)AZ
• --p< z+-p
yiQids
(43)
but
(44)
(PUd)xe,YpZp (Yn - Ys ) (zb-zf) - (pud) xw'ppzp (Yn " Ys ) * (zb-zf)
(Yn " Ys ) * (Zb = a e and (Yn Ys)x w (Zb = awXe - Zf)xe - . _ Zf)xw
where a e
yielding
and a w are thQ surface areas of the"east
(45) (PUd)xe,Yp,Z p a e - (pVd)xw,Yp,Zp a w
Similarly the other convection term works out to be
and west cell walls respectively,
(46) (PVd) x Zp an - (PVd)x asp'Yn' p'Ys'Zp
(47)
(PWd)xp,Yp z b ab - (pw_) x af
• p,yp,Zf
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(48)
yields
zf Xw -_- 1" ._. dxdydz
(¢9) a_ dydz -( 1"._ )x e
Using the mean value theorem again gives
Zb /Yn r a_
( _ ) dydz
zf Ys
(50)
ax )Xe,Yp,Z p ae " (Y_)Xw, Xp,Zp aw
by using the midpoint rule (see reference 3) we can approximate _/ax and get
(51) (dN " dP) (dP - _S )
Ay rn an ay _ as
Similarly
(s2) (dE - dp) (dp- #w)
ax reae ax rw %
and
(53) (dB " dP) (dP - dF )
az rb ab AZ rf
The source term is linearized as:
S_ = A_p + B
where A and B are assumed contstant.
fro1 volume as,
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Integrating the linearized source term over the con-
(A6p+B) dxdydz = Adp. vol + B . vol .
Defining A VoI=Sp and B Vol=Su we have
/Zb y__n fXe S, dxdydz = Sp6p + Su
zf xw
The transport equation can now be wr|tten out
(5_) CEde " Cw_w + CN_n - Cs_s + CB_B - CF_F = DE(_E - _P) " DW(_P " _W )
+ DN(_ N - _p) - DS(_ P - _S ) + DB(¢ B - _p) - DF(_P - _F ) + SU,+ Sp_p
where CE, CN, etc. are the convection coefficients
(55) CE = (pU) e ae , CN . (pU) n an , etc.
D E , D N , etc. are the di ffusion coefficients
1"n
(56) DE = --I'e ae , DN =-- a etc.AX Ay n '
and SU comprises .all the source terms which do not contain @p and Sp@p comprises
all the source terms containing _p.
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_W. @w @p
• _n _n
_$
@e @E @F
.@P
_$
I
FIGURE 7
LOCATION OF 9s USED IN TRANSPORT EQUATIONS
is assumed to vary according to the following relation between cell centers, so the un-
known
s can be calculated from the known e s according to
(57) de " gE dE + (1 - gEI dp
where g is a weighting factor defined as:
g = 1/2 - 2 _ Pe _ 2.
g = 0 Pe >2
g = 1 Pe <-2. where Pe = CE/DE
The transport equation can be rewritten non
(Ss) CE(fe_P + (1 - fe)dE) - Cw(fwdW + (I - fw)dp) + CN(fndP + (1 - fn))dN
- CS(fsdS + (1 - fs)dp) + CB(fbdP + (1 - fb)dB) - CF(ff#B + (1 - ff)#p) = Sp#p + SU
where
(59)
DE
fe = 1 - gE _EE
with algebraic manipulation and subtracting _ times the continuity equation
(60) (CE - CW + CN - CS + CB - CF) dp = 0
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the transport equation reduces to
(61)
AN(dN - dp) + AS(_ S - _p) + AE(d E - dp) + AW(_W - _p) + AB(_ B - _p) + AF(_ F - dp)
+ Spdp + SU = 0
where
(62) AN = CN (fn - I) , AS = Csf s , etc.
which can be further simplified to the finitQ difference Qquation for O:
(63) ApC(p -ANI( N + AS_ S + AE¢(E + AW_ W + ABe(B + AFI(F , SU
where
(64) Ap= AN + AS + AW + AE + AB + AF - Sp
To solve the above equation, the weighting factors fQ, fw, fn, fs, fb, and ff have to be
calculated based on the values calculated for g , gn' gs' gb' gf' and gw for each cell.
The method.used to calculate weighting factors is given in reference 1.
2.4 _O_ution Proqedure
2.4.1 Boundary _Dditions
If the cells are numbered from 1 to HI in the X-direction, from 1 to NJ in the
Y-direction, and from 1 to NK in the Z-direction, the equations will be solved in the
field from 2 to NI-t, from 2 to HJ-1, and from 2 to HK-1. The values lying on the border
of the domain are set by the input boundary conditions. There are three types of boundary
conditions which can be applied. One type is where the value of _ is specified, such as
the velocity in an inlet. Another is where the gradient of _ is zero, such as the zero
temperature gradient at an adiabatic wall. The last is where _ is unspecified such as at
an outlet. On an axis of symmetry, v-velocity and the gradients of all _s except
v-velocity are set to zero. The values of field variables in the boundary cells adjacent
to a periodic boundary are adjusted every iteration by making them equal to the corre-
sponding cell next to the periodic boundary on the opposite end of the control volume.
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The handling of wall effects on heat transfer, turbulence energy, and energy dissipation
rate is beyond the scope of this manuai. Refer to reference 1 for details.
2.4.2 Description of the Solution A_qori_h m
The finite difference equation to be solved is the transport equation
(sS) ApC_p = AN_ N * Asd s + AWe(W * AE¢(E + AB_ B * AF_ F + SU
where _ can be u, v, w, P, k, Q, M_, or H. The equation gives the value of _ at a point P
as a function of its neighbors to'the north, south, east, west, front, and back and must
be solved for each cell in the flow field. The method used to solve all thQ equations is
to solve for values of _ in a given planQ one row or one column at a time. If the fields
are solved row by row then the values in the neighboring columns and planes are assumed as
constant. Once one plane is SOIvQd, then the neighboring plane is solved until thQ whole
block matrix is updated.
(66) Apdp = AN_ N + AS_ S + C'
or
where
CI m(6s) AW#W + AE¢(E + ABe(B + AFI(F + SU
In this case all the es in one column are calculated at once using a Tri-Diagonal Matrix
Algorithm (TDMA), and solution of the whole field proceeds by solving each column sequen-
tially in this manner.
2.4.3 Underrelaxation
Because the finite difference equations being solved are all non-linear, allowing the pro-
gram to calculate and assign new values of _ in one set of finite difference equations can
have a drastic effect on other variables being solved, leading to convergence problems.
To prevent this, the values of _ calculated are under-relaxed before they are used in oth-
er equations.
= - (1-F)dp(69) dPnew FdPcalculated old
where F is an under-relaxation factor usually between .3 and .7 depending on the variable
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2.4._ Pressure Correction
At this point it should be noted that none of the transport equations can be used to cal-
culate pressure, yet the momentum equations use it. Another equation is needed to solve
for pressure. The extra equation added is the pressure correction equation and the algo-
rithm setting it up and using it is called SIMPLE (Semi Implicit Method for Pressure
Linked Equations). Briefly, this method does not calculate a pressure field but corrects
a pressure field from an initial guess or from the previous iteration.
At the start of an analysis, the pressure field is assumed to be constant and the velocity
fields are solved using the momentum transport equations. Because the pressures used in
the momentum equations are guesses, there will be errors in the velocities calculated and
continuity is not conserved. Using the new velocity fields the continuity equation is ap-
plied to each cell and the error in the net mass flow into the cell is saved as a "sourceW
term.
(70) Mp = (pU*) e ae - (PU*)w aw + (PV*)n =n - (PV*)s as + (PW*)b ab " (pw*)f af
If we subtract this from the continuity equation
(71) (pU) e ae - (PU)wO_+ (pV) n an - (PV) s a s + (PW) b ab - (pW)f af " 0
we get
(72) -Mp = (pU') e ae (pU') - -
- w =w + (PV')n an (PV')s as + (PW')b ab (pW')f af
where
(73) U' = U - U*
u' is the velocity error, u is the exact velocity, and uW is the velocity obtatned from
the solution of the momentum equation.
Similarly v' and w' can also be found.
If we assume that the velocity errors between two cells is proportional only to the dif-
ference in pressure errors between those cells, we can substitute those pressures and a
constant of proportionality for the velocities in the continuity equation and get the
pressure correction equation:
(74) ApPp = ANP N * AsP S + AwP W + AEP E * ABP B * ATPF * SU "
where
(75) Ap = AN + AS + AW + AE + AB + AT
An • As , Aw, A e, Af, and A b are the constants of proportionality which come from the momen-
tum equations, and
(76) SU = -Mp
The pressure correction equations are solved and the pressure corrections are added to the
pressure field. The velocity fields are also corrected using the assumed proportionality
between pressure difference and velocity. For more information about SIMPLE see reference
1.
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2.4.5 Convergence CritQri_
Convergence is determined at the end of each iteration on the
source w criterion. The residual SOUrCe R_ is defined as
(77) R_ = Ap_p - AN_ N - AS_ S - AE_ E - AW_ W - AB_ B - AFd F - SU
basi s of the 'residual
For convergence, R_ is summed over the entire flow field:
IR_I < e
(7s) R_re f
where R@ref is a reference flux based on the total fixed flux of @ into the domain and the
error is of the order of .001.
When mixing calculations are involved an additional requirement that the sum of the mass
fractions at each node be less than (1! e) must be satisfied. When variable density flows
are being calculated there is an additional requirement that the change in density at each
node in one iteration must be less than e.
2.4.6 Solution Procedure
I. Guess fields for all variablQs.
2. Solve for uw, vW, and ww using prevailing pressure field.
3. Solve pressure correction equation and correct pressure and velocity fields.
4. Solve equations for all other variables.
5. Update fluid properties such as density and viscosity.
6. Test for convergence. If not converged, use prevailing fields as guesses
from (2).
and repeat
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3.0 _ROGRAH DESCRIPTION
3.1 Functional Dia_r_
This section contains a functional description of
FolloNing each subroutine name (given in capitals)
tineVs purpose in the program. Branches emanating
tines which arQ called by that subroutine.
each major subroutine in the program.
Js a brief description of the subrou-
from the subroutine name denote rou-
MAIH Controls program execution
-ZHPUT_ Read in an¢l print out all ;n1_Jt cards. Set defaults
I--NABOR _ Check boundary conditions of fluld blocks
_-$ETDFT _ Set all defaults for the case
I--XINPUT _ Explaln tl_ input in English
-CONVER_ Convert units from English or SZ units to englneerlngunlts, sets program constants.
-GEOHTY_ Expand block geo_try 4nput to cell geoemtry.
-ZNZT_ Initiallze all boundary conditions.
Initialize tl_ floM flelds if not • r_itart case.
-CELLST--r--- Set up boundary condition tables.
I--SETUP_ Set up table for each boundary cocKJltlon type
-HFROHT_ Znitlalize enthalpy field from temperature field.
I-_ENTHHX_ Calculate enthalpy of mixtures Nhen enthalphy
table is used
-RESTRT--¢--- Store all f|eld values in restart file.
k-- GETPAH _ Get restart file from PANVALET
-GRZD,OUTLZHw Display expanded ceU breakup.
-I_OPS_ Calculate fluld properties
(viscosity, density, spacfe diffus|vlty, specie mmisivlty).
-PRZNTRT1 Print all variabla flelds.
/
ONVER Convert engineering units to English or SI units for output.
PRIHTI,PRZNT2_ Print initial varlable flelds
I--_IHTH-- Print ;nltial heat balance information.
-CALCU_ Calculate finite difference equation coefficients for U-velocity fleld._
--CALCV_ Calculate finite difference equation coeff;citnts for V-velocity field.,
--CALCN_ Calculate finite difference _lUat_on coefficients for N-velocity field.-
-CALCP_ Calculate finite difference equation coefficients for pressure correction field.-
-DIVRGE_ Calculate divergence of velocity.
--CALCTE_ Calculate finite difference equation coefficients for turbulence energy fieZd._
FIGURE 8
TEACH Functional Diagram
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-CALCED---_-- Calculate finite difference equation coefficients for energy dissipation field._
-CAU:F T Calculate finite difference equation coefficients for species mass fraction fields.
/
-FSORCE_ Calculate extra source terms in the species mass fractions equations.
-HOOF_-- Hodify coefficients for species Bass fraction boundary conditions.
I-TDHAIJ_ Solve the field using tridiagonal matrix algorithm.
-CALCH_ Calculate finite difference equation coefficients for enthalpy field.
-HSORCE_ Calculate extra source terms in the enthalpy equations.
-IIOOT------- Hodify coefficients for enthalpy boundary cof_ditions.
-TOHAZJ_ Solve the field using tridiagcc_al matrix algorlthe.
-TFROHH-- r- Calculate te_erature field from enthalpy field.
I-- ENTHPE<_ Calculate enthalpy of mixtures Hen enthalpytable is used.
-CALCFH_ Calculate finite differc_nce equation coefflcie_ts for mixture fraction field.x
-CALCFL-_ Calculate finite d{ffererce equation coefficients for I_xture fraction fluctuation field.
/
-llOOFL Hodify coefficients for mixture fraction fluctuation boundary conditions.
I-TOHAZJ_ Solve the f|eld using tridiagonal matrix algorithm.
-CALCRD--_ Calculate finite difference equation coefficients for radiation field.
/
-HOORD_ Hodify coefficients for radiation boundary conditions.
I-TOHAIJ----_ Solve the field using tridiagorml matrix algorithm.
-PROPqJ_ Calculate fluid propertims
(viscosity, density, spc_cie diffusiv|ty, specie emmisivity).
-SEEI_ O_splay convergence plot on Tektronix.
-SEEIT2-- Display convergence plot on _ terminal.
-PRINTR .--v----
-PRINTI,PRINT2-- Print variable fields
I-PRINTH_ Print heat balance information.
-RESTRT_ Save field variables in restart file.
-SSOfJTP_ User subrc_Jtir_ for special outputs.
-PRZN11_ Print Peclet _rs and wall geynold's numbers and wall shear stresses
-FURATE_ Calculate reaction rates.
-PLANES-T-_ Select plane for streak line plot.
[ |-5TREAK_ plot streak lines.
FIGURE 8 (continued)
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CALCX---_ Zn_tlal_ze any constants needed by this routine
/
-IIOOX -- Adjust the ¢oefflc_ent= along the boundaries
F-TOIIA1rJ-- Solve fleld variable uslng • tr|-d_agor_l matrix solver
FIGURE 8a (continued)
TEACH Functional Diagram
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3.2 Flow _iaqram
This section contains a flow diagram which shows the logical ordering of the functions de-
scribed in the previous section. A basic understanding of program flow will be helpful to
users of TEACH in the interactive mode.
FIGURE ?
TEACH Flow Diagram
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3.3 ZO2Y__
This section contains a detailed description of the card image input. Although the de-
scription is complete it may be difficult to fully understand Nithout an example to
follow. Therefore referring to the sample geometry input in Appendix B may prove helpful.
One of the most difficult decisions a user has to make while setting up the input _o TEACH
concerns the grid breakup. The user must trade numerical accuracy for CPU time, and ob-
tain an acceptable solution in the minimum amount of CPU time. Nhile the ultimate deci-
sion can only be made after a process Of trial and error, a few guidelines which apply to
all cases are given hQre.
CPU Time
l) Solution time increases proportionally to the square of the number of grid nodes.
2) Given two similar cases with the same number of grid nodes but different grid spacings,
the one with the most evenly spaced grid lines will converge sooner.
Numerical Accuracy
1) The most evenly spaced grid will giVQ the most accurate solution.
2) The finer grid spacings should bQ located near the walls, near the shear layers between
coaxial jQtS, and near the interface betweQn a jQt and the surrounding fluid.
3) Finer grid spacings should be located in regions where fluid variables have a high gra-
dient, such as near an inlet and at a flame front.
_) Nall Reynolds number (printed at the end of the output) should be between 30 and _00.
5) Cell Reynolds number (printQd at the end of the output) in any direction having high
diffusion should be less than 5.
For variables requiring units, either the English or 51 system may be used.
shown below.
English Units 51 Units
TempQrature °F eC
Length ft m
Velocity ft/sec m/sec
Pressure 1b/in = H/m =
Turbulence Energy ftl/sec = mZ/sec 2
Turbulence Energy ftZ/sec = m=/sec 3
Disipation Rate
Viscosity lbm/(ft-sec) kg/(m-sec)
Density lbm/ft 3 kg/m =
Enthalpy (Enthalpy File) BTU/lb-mole Cal/kg-mole
Enthalpy (Output file) ftZ/sec = mZ/sec z
A summary is
_The input to TEACH consists of one or two card image files. The main file comprises ever-
ything required to solve a case if temperatures are not being calculated. If temperatures
are being calculated and if specific heat is not constant, an enthalpy file must also be
supplied. The enthalpy file has to be supplied if combustion is being calculated. The
folloNing is a description of the input for these tNo files. The enthalpy file is kept
separate because one enthalpy file can be applicable to many cases.
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3.5.1 Card Image Input
TEACH uses a 3-dimensional orthogonal coordinate system (cartesian or cylindrical). The
grid formed by the intersection of coordinate lines is used in the modeling of fluid flow
systems. Directions in the grid are identified as north, south, east, west, front and
back, with the origin located at the southwest front corner unless an offset is input.
With axisymmetry, an annulus is modelQd by adding a radial offset to the Y coordinate so
that the origin lies on the axis of symmetry, and the south wall of the breakup lies on
the ID of the annulus. All blocks within the fluid volume must have the conditions on all
boundaries (n, s, Q, W, f, and b) described.
Boundary conditions are input and stored as a table (see section 3._). Each entry in the
table is assigned a unique identifying integer label and a three letter mnemonic indicat-
ing the type of boundary. A boundary can be one of six types:
Boundary Conditions
1. Axis of s_nnmQtry
2. Unspecified wall
3. Specified wall
4. Unspecified opening
5. SpQcified opening
6. Periodic Boundary
Mnemonic Numeric
SYM 1
UWL 2
SWL 3
UOP (Note 1) q
SOP 5
PER 6
Note 1: An unspecified opening can not be used in conjunction with an adjoining blockagm.
Only one unspecified opQning can be used in a setup.
A specified boundary is one for which the user Supplies all boundary values such as veloc-
itiQS, temperatures, etc. An unspecified boundary is one for which the boundary values
are calculated by the program. The specified boundary can be a wall or an opening. High
shear forces are present near a wall, but not near an opening. To account for these shear
forces, a "wail function" is used by the program when a specified wall is called for.
Most walls would be input as specified walls with all velocities set to zero. A moving
wall could be modeled by specifying non-zero velocities in the plane of the wall. A sym-
metric boundary is a plane having no gradients across it. A periodic boundary is a
boundary shared by both ends of the computational domain to simulate repeating geometries
and flow patterns. Symmetric boundaries and periodic boundaries can be specified only for
the outermost boundaries of the computational domain and must be specified identically for
every, block bounding the symmetric or periodic plane.
Section 3.; givQs a step by step procedurQ for specifying geometry input and the user iS
strongly advised to read it carQfully before attempting to model his or her case.
The following is e description of the card image input file. Note that any field which
has a default value may be left blank. Caution should be observed when using default val-
ues, however, because the default value may not be correct for the problem being solved.
Also note that although English units are shown, SI units may be substituted by setting
IUHIT (card 7) to the appropriate value.
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The format of each inpu_ item is identified by type.
TYPE EXAMPLE DESCRIPTION
ALPHANUMERIC: Any keyboard characters are
specified within the given field.
FLOATING POINT: Decimal fractions including
decimal point are specified anywhere within the
given field. POSitiVQ values are assumed
unless the value is preceded by a minus sign.
Scientific notation may be substituted by
specifying a decimal mantissa (as above) and a
right adjusted base 10 multiplier preceded by
a symbol E.
INTEGER: Right adjusted _hole numbers (no
decimal point) are specified within the given
field.
FI I !-!1! I 11,I LOGICAL: T--true, F--false; right adjusted in thefield.
Blanks in an F or I field are interpreted as zeros, blanks in an A field are interpreted
as blank characters, and a blank L field is interpreted as false.
Card Type: 1
Title= Title Card
General Description:
NameTITLE DefaultlUnits
I Description
Descriptive title for case which will
printout and a11 plots.
appear on]
Card Type: 2
Title: Origin and Counters
GQneral DQscription:
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Name
NXBLK
NYBLK
NZBLK
NFBLK
NBC
IPAPER
XBEGIN
YBEGIN
ZBEGIN
IROT
Type
I
I
I
I
I
I
F
F
F
I
Columns DefaultiUnits Description
1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
66-70
20
Note 1
Note 1
Note I
Note 1
Note 1
ft
ft
ft
Number of blocks used in the block breakup in the
X-direction.
Number of blocks used in the block breakup in the
Y-direction.
Number of blocks used in the block breakup in the
Z-direction.
Number of fluid block description cards (card
type 4).
Number of boundary condition description cards
(card type 5A and 5B).
Paper code for plots, SQQ NOte 2.
Axial location of the SOUth-Nest corner of the
geometry.
Radial location of thQ South--NQSt corner of the
geometry.
Tangential location of thQ front SOUth-Nest cor-
ner of the geometry.
Rotation Indicator
IROT = 0 No rotation
IROT = 1 Rotation _n component vector
form (card typQ 7C must be
supplied)
IROT = 2 Rotation in magnitude and
direction form (card type
7D must bQ supplied)
Notes:
1. There is a limit on the maximum number of these cards. See Appendix E.
2. Appendix B has a listing of available paper codes.
Card Type: 3A
Title: West to East Block Break-Up
General Description:
This card repeated NXBLK times.
Name
XEND
NX
EPSX
Type,Columns
!
F I 1-10
I
I I ll-lS
I
F 16-20
Default Units Description
ft
1.0 Note 4
iThe X-direct|on coordinate of the east end of a
iplane of blocks.
The number of cells the block is to be brokQn up
into in the NQSt tO east direction. Note 1.
The expansion factor to be used in th_s block.
Expansion factor is the ratio of the width of a
given cell to the width of its neighbor on the
side closest to the origin.
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Card Type: 3B
Title: South to North Block Break-Up
General Description:
This card repeated NYBLK times.
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Name Type
YEND F
NY Z
EPSY F
Columns Default Units Description
ft1-10
11-15
16-20 1.0 Note 4
The Y-direction coordinate of the north end of a
plane of blocks.
The number of cells the block is to be broken up
into in the south to north direction. Note 2.
The expansion factor to be used in this block.
Card Type: 3C
Title: Front to Back Block Break-Up
General Description:
This card repeated NZBLK times.
Name
ZEND
NZ
EPSZ
TypelColumns
!
F 1-10
I 11-15
F 16-20
Default Units Description
ft
1.0 Note 4
The Z-direction coordinate of the back end of a
plane of blocks.
The number of cells the block is to be broken up
into |n the front to back direction. Note 3.
The expansion factor to be used in this block.
Notes:
1. The sum of the NX's must not exceed a maximum. See Appendix E.
2. The sum of the HY's must not exceed a maximum.
3. The sum of the NZ's must not exceed a maximum.
4. Inaccuracies and instabilities can occur for values different than 1.0.
than 1.25 or less than 0.8 should be avoided whenever possible.
Values greater
Card Type: 4
Title: Fluid Block Description
General Description:
This card rQpQated NFBLK times.
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Name Type I
MFBI. I
MFBJ I
MFBK I
MBCW I
MBCE Z
MBC5 I
MBCN I
MBCF I
MBCB I
Columns Default Units Description
Considered fluid block number in the X-direction.1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
Note 1
Note 1
Note 1
Note 11
NOte 1
Note 1
Consider fluid block number in the Y-direction.
ConsidQred fluid block number in the Z-dirQction.
Integer namQ of boundary condition description
cards used to describe the boundary conditions on
the WeSt boundary of this block (cards 5A and
5B).
Integer name of boundary condition description
cards used to describe the boundary conditions on
the east boundary of this block (cards 5A and
5B).
Integer name of boundary condition description
cards used to describe the boundary conditions on
thQ south boundary of this block (cards 5A and
5B).
Integer name of boundary condition description
cards used to describe the boundary conditions on
the north boundary of this block (cards 5A and
5B).
Integer name of boundary condition description
cards used to describe the boundary conditions on
the front boundary of this block (cards 5A and
5B)
Integer name of boundary condition description
cards used to describe the boundary conditions on
the back boundary of this block (cards 5A and 5B)
Note 1: These integers can be anything between 1 and the maximum for NBC (Card TypQ 2)
and arm given in the first five columns of the Card Type 5A. Please see Appendix
B, 5ample Input, for further clarification.
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Card Type: 5A
Title: Boundary Condition Description Card
General Description:
There is one card 5A followed by one card 5B for each boundary condition.
card pairs to be input.
There are NBC
Name Type
LBC I
IBC A
UBC F
VBC F
NBC F
PSBC F
TBC F
TEBC F
IWUNIT I
EMISSW F
Columns Default Units Description
1-5
8-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-75
76-80 °
ft/sec
ft/SQC
ft/seC
1b/in 2
OF
Unique integer _nameW assigned to this boundary
condition card pair.
Boundary condition type:
IBC = SYM axis of symmetry or I]_plane of symmetryIBC = UWL : unspecified Nell
IBC = SNL : specified wall It
IBC = UOP : unspecified opening r;IBC = SOP : specified opening
IBC = PER : periodic boundary
VQlocity in X-direction at this boundary.
Velocity in Y-direction at this boundary.
Velocity in Z-direction at this boundary.
Static pressure at this boundary.
Temperature at this boundary. Note 2.
TurbulencQ energy COQfficiQnt at this boundary.
Note 3.
Swirl indicator at this boundary. Note 4.
INUNIT = 0 No conversion of NBC. NBC in ft/sec
IWUHIT > 0 Solid body rotation.
WBC input in rev/min
Emissivity of this boundary.
Notes=
I °
,
3.
4.
The boundary condition types can also be input as right adjusted integQrs; 1 = SYM, 2
= UWL, 3 = SNL, 4 = UOP, 5 : SOP, 6 = PER. Also note that periodic and symmetry con-
ditions can only bQ applied to the outer most boundaries and must be specified for
every block bounding the symmetric or periodic plane.
A value of -10,000. for temperature indicates to the program that the wall is adia-
bat|c.
The coefficiQnt is the constant of proportionality in the equation: K = TEBC _ U =
where TEBC = 3/2_ (turbulence intensity) =
The units depend on the swirl indicator IWUNIT.
TEACH3D
Card Type: 5B
Title: Boundary Condition Description Card
General Description:
There is OnQ card 5A folloHQd by one card 5B for each boundary
card pairs to be input.
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condition. ThQre are HBC
Name Type
FBC(t) F
FBC(2) .F
FBC(5) F
FBC(4) F
EDBC F
Columns Default Units Description
1-10
11-20
21-50
51-40
71-80
Mass fraction of species 1.
Mass fraction of species 2.
Mass fraction of species 5.
Mass fraction of SpQCiQS 4.
Note 1,
Note 1
NOte 1
Note I.
Energy disipation at this boundary. Note 2.
Notes:
1. A value of -10,000. for any mass fraction indicates to the program that there is no
diffusion of the species across the boundary.
. The energy dissipation at all specified openings vSOP' must be specified. In the ab-
sence of a better value, the folloNing formula can be used EDBC = 3.0 _ (TEBC) _ 1.5
U 3 /L Nhere TEBC was specified on card type 5A and L is the height of the passage.
Card Type: 6
TitlQ: Case Indicators
General Description:
TEACH 3D
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Name Type
INDCOS Z
ZPREF. I
JPREF I
KPREF Z
IMON I
JMON I
KMON I
DAMPW F
DAMPR F
TBMN F
TBMX F
Columns Default Units Description
1-5 2
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
_1-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
2
2
2
I00.
100.
1.
1 .E6
Note 1
Note 1
oR
OR
Problem type indicator
INDCOS = 1 : Cartesian coordinates
INDCOS = 2 : Cylindrical coordinates
Number of cells in the X-direction of the refer-
ence ceil used for initial temperature and prQS-
;SUPQ gUQ55.
Number of cells in the Y-direction of the refer-
ence cell used for initial temperature and pres J
sure gUQS5.
Number of cells in the Z-direction of the refer-
ence cell used for initial temperature and pres-
sure guess.
Number of cells in the X-direction of ceil tO be
monitored in the output file.
Humber of ceils in the Y-direction of cell to be
monitored in the output file.
Number of cells in the Z-direction of cell to be
monitored in the OUtpUt file.
Swirl damping factor.
Radiation damping factor.
Minimum temperature limit for temperature pred|c-
tion.
Maximum temperature limit for temperature predic-
tion.
Note
1. These damping factors have been optimizQd to giVQ optimum performance over a wide range
of flow conditions and should be adjusted if a number of parametric studies are to be
conducted.
Card Type: 7
Title: Case Indicators
General Description:
TEACH 3D
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Name
INLAM
IDENS
INPRO
INDPRI
IUNIT
MAXIT
SORMAX
ITEMP
IType
I
I
I
F
ColumnsiDefault Units Description
1-5 0 Laminar flow indicator
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
41-45
1000
1
2OO
.005
INLAM = 0 : laminar flow
INLAM = 1 : turbulent flow
Density calculation indicator
IDENS < 0 : Density calculations proceed every
iteration starting with the -IDENSth
iteration
IDENS = 0 : Constant density case
IDENS > 0 = Density calculations performed
every IDENSth iteration
Fluid Property calculation switch
INPRO = F z properties calculated Qvery iter-
ation
INPRO : T : VISCOS (card 8) used for viscosity
DENSIT (card 8) used for density
All variable fields printed QvQPy INDPRI iter-
ation.
Input and output units indicator
IUNIT = 1 : SI units
IUNIT = 2 : English units (lengths in feet)
IUNIT = 3 = English units (lengths in inches)
Maximum number of iterations allowed to converge
before stopping.
The maximum non dimensionalized value each resi-
dual sourcQ may have, to consider the case con-
verged.
Temperature calculation indicator
I
IITEMP < 0 : Temperature calculations proceed
every iteration starting with the
-ITEMPth iteration
ITEMP = 0 : Constant temperature case
ITEMP > 0 : Temperature calculations performed
Every ITEMPth iteration
Notes:
o Fluid properties include eddy viscosity which has to be calculated every iteration if
turbulent flow is being calculated. Hence enter (INPRO=F) if INLAH>O. Also fop vari-
able density flows enter (INPRO=F). As a rule, if in doubt set (INPRO=F).
Card Type: 7 (continued)
TEACH 3D
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Hame
KMBUST
ZRAD
EGAS
DH
Type
1
I
F
F
Columns Default Units Description
46-50
51-55
61-70
71-80
-5O
Combustion model indicator
KMBUST = 0 : No combustion
KMBUST = 1 : Eddy breakup model
Radiation calculation indicator
IRAD < 0 : Radiation calculations proceed every
iteration starting with the -IRADth
iteration
IRAD > 0 = Radiation calculations performed
Qvery IRADth iteration
Emmisivity of the gas. Overrides the emmisivity
calculated by the program.
Hydraulic diameter used for radiation
calculation.
Card Type= 7C
Title= Rotation in Component Vector Form
General DQscription:
This card describes the rotation of the control volume about the origin of the axes by
giving the component vectors along the principal axes of the coordinate system. It is in-
put when IROT=I (Card Type 2).
Hame
OMEGAX
OMEGAY
OMEGAZ
Type
F
F
F
Columns Default Units Description
1-10
11-20
21-30
Rad/seci
Rad/sec
Rad/sec
Component of the rotation vector along the
X-axis.
Component of the rotation vector along the
Y-axis.
Component of the rotation vector along the
Z-axis.
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Card Type: 7D
Title: Rotation in Magnitude and Direction
General Description=
This card dQscribes the rotation of thQ control volume about the origin of the axes by
giving the magnitudQ direction of the rotation vector relative to the principat axes. It
is input only Nhen IROT=2.
Name
OMGROT
THTROT
PHIROT
Type
F
F
F
Columns Default Units Description
1-10
11-20
21-30
Rad/sec
Radians
Radians
Magnitude of the rotation of the control volume
about the origin.
iThe angle between a projection of the roation
vector on the XY-pZane and the X-axis.
The angle between the rotation vector and the
Z-axis.
Card Type: 8
Title: Fluid Properties
GenQral DQscription=
Name
ALAMDA
VISCOS
DENSIT
FN
PRAHDL
C3
DECLIN
CPDUM
HOtQS:
I.
2.
Type
F
ColumnslDefault Units Description
1-10 .005
11-20
21-30
31-40
_1-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
29.
.7
HOtQ 1
0.0
.25
lbm/
ft-sec
Ibm/ft 3
Constan
Deg
Btu/
(lbm°F)
Length scale factor used to normalize energy dis-
sipation residuals.
Fluid viscosity.
Density for constant density cases.
Molecular weight of fluid for non-mixing cases.
Prandtl number for laminar flow cases.
of the turbulence model.
Angle of declination measured from the vertical.
Used only when IHBUOY = T (card 9).
Constant pressure specific heat of fluid.
Note 2.
Defaults to the value of C1 on card type 12.
Any negative value indicates to the program the enthalpy cards are to bQ read in.
TEACH3D
Card Type: 9
Title: Calculation Switches
General Description:
All snitches turn calculation on if T is input, and off if F is input.
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N_me
INCALU
INCALV
INCALN
INCALP
INCALK
IHCALD
INCALT
INCALF
INVD
INBUOY
INRAD
ISKEN
DBSKEN
Type
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
I
Columns Default Units Description
1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-45
46-50
51-55
56-60
61-65
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
Note 1
Note 2
Note 2
Note 3
U-velocity calculation switch.
V-velocity calculation snitch.
N-velocity calculation switch.
Pressure calculation snitch.
Turbulence kinetic energy calculation snitch.
Energy dissipation calculation snitch.
Temperature calculation snitch.
Hixing ca!culation snitch.
Divergence of velocity calculation snitch.
Buoyancy calculation snitch.
Radiation calculation snitch.
Difference scheme selector: O-hydrid,
2-BSUDS2.
DBSKEH>O bounding variables printed.
1-SUDS,
Notes:
1. This switch in addition to calculating pressure, solves the continuity equation as Nell
and must be turned on even if constant pressure or constant density calculations are being
made. As a rule, if in doubt turn this switch on.
2. Turbulence energy and dissipation must be calculated if turbulent floN is being com-
puted. Hence these tNo snitches must be turned on if IHLAN>0 on card type 7.
3. BSUDS2 and SUDS are differencing schemes that are more accurate than hybrid but these
can become unstable for some flows. If instability occurs, starting with a converged hy-
brid solution helps sometimes. But in some cases, it may not be possible to obtain a con-
verged solution with BSUDS2 or SUDS.
TEACH3D
Card Type: 10
Title: Under-relaxation Factors
General Description:
Unless there is a very unusual circumstance
their default values.
these variables should be
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allowed to assume
Name Type
URFU F
URFV F
URFN F
URFP F
URFK F
URFE F
URFT F
URFVIS F
URFDEN F
URFF F
URFDIV F
IURFR F
Columns Default Units Description
1-5
6-10
11-15
6-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
_1-_5
46-50
51-55
56-60
.5
.5
.5
1.0
.7
.7
1.0
.7
.3
.7
.8
1.0
Note 1
Note 1
Note 1
Note 2
Note 3
U-velocity calculation under-relaxation factor.
V-velocity calculation under-relaxation factor.
N-velocity calculation under-relaxation factor.
Pressure calculation under-relaxation factor.
Kinetic energy calculation under-relaxation fac-
tor.
Energy dissipation calcuiation under-relaxation
factor.
Temperature calculation underlrelaxation factor.
Viscosity calculation under-relaxation factor.
Density calculation under-relaxation factor.
Mixing calculation under-relaxation factor.
Divergence calculation under-relaxation factor.
Radiation calculation under-relaxation factor.
Notes:
°
21
It is not advisable to increase these under-relaxation factors beyond the default va-
iue. Reducing these tO 0.3 usually helps to converge cases which are unstable during
the iteration process.
The default value should be reduced to achieve convergence. However, a large penalty
in convergence rate is incurred if this value is reduced by a large amount, bQlow 0.8
for example.
3. For combustion cases and where large density gradients exist, this value may be re-
duced to 0.1.
TEACH 5D
Card Type: 11
Title: Humber of Sweeps
General Description:
Humber of times each field variable is swept by
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the tridiagonal matrix solver. Unless
there |s a very unusual circumstance these variables should be allowed to assume their de-
fault values.
Name Type
NSWPU I
HSWPV Z
NSWPW I
NSWPP I
NSWPK I
!NSWPD I
IHSWPT I
NSNPF I
_HSNPR I
Columns Default Units Description
1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-55
46-50
56-60
3
3
3
3
10
Humber of U-velocity calculation sweeps.
Humber of V-velocity calculation sweeps.
Humber of W-velocity calculation sNeeps.
HumbQr of Pressure calculation 5WQQp5.
Humber of Kinetic energy calculation sweeps.
Humber of Energy dissipation calculation SWQQpS.
NumbQr of Temperature calculation sweeps.
iHumbQr of Mixing calculation sweeps.
Humber of Radiation calculation sNeeps.
Card Type: 12
Title: Turbulent Air Properties
General Description:
Unless there is avQry unusual circumstance these variables should be
their default values.
allowed to assume
Name
CMU
CD
C1
C2
CAPPA
ELOG
PRTE
PRANDT
Type
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
Columns Default Units Description
1-10
11-20
21-30
51-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
.09
1.0
1.44
1.92
.4187
9.795
1.
.5
Constants of the turbulence model.
Card Type: Z3A
Title: SpQOIQ Names
General Description:
TEACH 3D
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Name
SPEHAM(1)
SPENAM(2)
SPENAM(3)
SPENAM(q)
Type
A
A
A
A
!ColumnsiDefault Units Description
3-10
13-20
23-30
33-q0
'H2'
'02'
'C02'
'H20'
Name associated with specie 1.
Name associatQd with specie 2.
Name associated with SpQciQ 3.
Name associated with SpQciQ 4.
Card Type: 13B
Title: SpQCiQ Switches
General Description:
Specie eL" will be included
cluded if IC0MP(L) = F.
in the mixturQ calculatlon if ICOMP(L) is T. It will be QX--
NamQ
ICOMP(1)
ICOMP(2)
ICOMP(3)
ICOMP(_)
MIXTYP
Type
L
L
L
L
I
Columns Default Units Description
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
71-75
F
F
F
F
1
Calculation switch for specie 1.
Calculation switch for SpQCiQ 2.
Calculation switch for SpeciQ 3.
Calculation switch for 5peciQ _.
Mixture calculation type indicator
MIXTYP = 1 : Assumes no specie
Note 1.
fluctuations.
Note:
1. For the present, only OnQ mixture calculation is available so 1 must be specified.
TEACH 3D
Card Type: 15C
TitIe: Specie HolQcuIar Height3
General Description:
Specify the moIecuZar Height for each specie selected on card type 13B.
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Name
XHOLNT(1)
XHOLNT(2)
XHOLNT(3)
XHOLNT(4)
Type
F
F
F
F
Columns Default Units Description
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
2.016
32.
64.01
18.016
Molecular weight of specie 1.
Molecular weight of specie 2.
Holecular weight of specie 3.
Holecular _Qight of SpQOiQ 4.
Card Type: 13D
Title: SpiCiQ Laminar FloN Prandtl Number
General Description:
Specify the laminar floN Prandtl number for each specie selected on card 138.
Name
PRANML(1)
PRANML(2)
PRANML(3)
PRAHML(4)
Type
F
F
F
F
Columns Default Units Description
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
.
1.
1.
1.
Laminar flow Prandtl number of specie 1.
Laminar floN Prandtl number of specie 2.
Laminar flow Prandtl number of specie 3.
Laminar floN Prandtl number of specie 6.
TEACH3D
Card Type: 13E
Title: SpQOiQ Turbulent Flow Prandtl Humber
General Description:
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Specify the turbulent floN Prandtl number for each specie selected on card 13B.
Name
PRAHMT(1)
PRAHMT(2)
IPRAHMT(3)
PRAHMT(4)
Type
F
Columns Default iUnits Description
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
TurbulQnt flow Prandtl number of specie 1.
Hote 1.
Turbulent flo. Prandtl number of specie 2•
Turbulent flo. Prandtl number of specie 3.
Turbulent floN Prandtl number of specie 4.
Note:
. Turbulent Prandtl numbers for a11 species should be equal to these values and should
also be equal to PRAHDT on card type 12.
Card Type: 14
Title: Combustion
General Description:
This card is input only if H_XTYP > 0 (card 13B).
Name
IFUEL
IOX
IPROD1
IPROD2
STOZC
FPROD1
AIMAG
A2MAG
TypQ
I
I
I
I
ColumnsiDefault Units Description
1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
7.937
•
4.
2.
The number of the fuel species.
The number of oxidant species.
The number of the first product species.
The number of the species to be the second prod-
uct.
Stoichiometric oxidant/fuel ratio. The default
value is for hydrogen and oxygen.
Fraction of first product in total products.
Combustion model constant.
Combustion model constant•
TEACH3D
Card Type: 15
Titie: Mixture Fraction
General Description:
This card is input only if MIXTYP > 1 (card 13B).
the value of the mixture _raction at the boundary.
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This card is used at present to define
Name Type
IFUELS 1
JFUELS I
KFUEL5 I
IOXS I
JOXS F
KOXS F
I PRFML F
PRFMT F
!PRFLUC F
iCGl F
CG2 F
Columns Default Units Description
1-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-_0
_1-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
Cell number x-direction for the fuel stream.
Cell number y-direction for the fuel stream.
Cell number z-direction for the fuel stream.
Cell number x-direction for the oxidant stream.
Cell number y-direction for the oxidant stream.
Cell number z-direction for the oxidant stream.
Laminar Prandtl number.
Turbulent Prandtl number.
Prandtl number for fluctuation.
Constant for mixture fraction
equation.
Constant for mixture fraction
equation.
fluctuation
fluctuation
TEACH 3D
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3.3.2 Enthalpv Card Input
The following is a description of the enthalpy card file. This file is used to set up a
table of enthalpies vs. temperatures for each species involved in the case. These cards
are required only if temperatures are being calculated and if CPDUM (card type 8) is nega-
tive. The mixing calcuZation switch, INCALF (card type 9) must be turned on.
Card Type: H1
Title: Enthalpy Input - Species Names
General Description:
Name
IUNTAB
HNAHES(1)
HNAHES(2)
HHAHES(3)
HNAHES(4)
Type l Columns
l, ,,
I ! 1-5
A
A
A
A
11-18
21-28
31-38
41-48
Default Units Description
1 Input units indicator for enthalpies
IUNTAB = 1 : SI units
IUNTAB = 2 : English units
Name of specie 1 for which enthalpy is being sup-:
plied.
Name of specie 2 for which enthalpy is being sup-
plied.
Name of specie 3 for which enthalpy is being sup-
plied.
Name of specie 4 for which enthalpy is being sup-
plied.
TEACH 3D
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Card Type: H2
Title: Enthalpy Znput -TempQrature and Enthalpies
General Description:
This card must bQ repeated as many times (up to 20) as are required to adequately describe
the enthalpies of each specie as a function of temperature over the range of temperatures
calculated for the case.
Hame
TTABLE
HTABLE(1)
HTABLE(2)
HTABLE(3)
HTABLE(4)
Type
F
F
Columns Default Units DQscription
OR1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
BTU/
(1b-
mole)
BTU/
(1b-
mole)
BTU/
(1b-
mole)
BTU/
(1b-
mole)
Temperature for which enthalpies are being input,
Enthalpy for species 1.
Enthalpy for species 2.
Enthalpy for SpQCiQS 3.
Enthalpy for species 4.
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A step-by-step procedure for geometry input |g presented.
ometry is chosen (Figure II).
For this purpose, a simple ge-
TURBULENT FLOW IN GEOFF'S DOGHOUSE GEOMETRY
°..I
0.7
J O.S
1.0
FIGURE 11
Cut Away Of SamplQ Geometry
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It should be noted that TEACH models the fluid volume contained by the geometry shoNn in
the previous figure. If the fluid volume is modeled Nith a coarse breakup, Figure 12 will
result. It is clear from the modeling of this simple geometry that a preprocessor is re-
quired to provide input to 3D-TEACH. In the absence of such a processor, a number of hand
drawings and a lot of imagination will be needed to model even simple geometries in TEACH.
From Figure 12 it is ciear that five blocks are needed in the X-direction, four blocks are
required in the y direction and three block ere necessary in the Z-direction.
Y
L
FIGURE 12
Block Breakup of Sample Geometry
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Once the geometry shown in Figure 12 is visualized using the preprocessor or otherwise,
the process of filling cards begins.
Card He 1 is simplQ, we write TURBULENT FLOW IN GEOFFS DOGHOUSE.
Card He 2 can only be filled in after cards up to 5 have been filled.
Card 3A describes the Cell break up. From Figure 12 we know the number of blocks in the
X-direction, which gives us the number of cards of type 3A. Knowing the X-cordinatQ at
which each of these blocks ends, also from Figure 12, XEHD for all cards can be filled in.
How, the number of cells in each fluid block and thQ expansion factor associated with them
have to be provided. This is done by trail and error to give a smooth over-all break-up.
For the present geometry, a uniform break-up is provided.
XEND HX EPSX
(3A) ._ 4 1.0
(3A) .5 1 1.0
(3A) .8 3 1.0
(SA) 1.0 2 1.0
(3A) 1.2 2 1.0
Cards 3B and 3C can be filled similarly.
YEND HY EPSY
(3B) .5 5 1.0
(3B) .7 2 1.0
(3B) .8 3 1.0
(3B) 1.2 4 1.0
ZEHD HZ EPSZ
(3C) .2 2 1.0
(3C) .4 2 1.0
(3C) .6 2 1.0
Card type _ should be filled in next; however, inspQctlon of card type 4 description,
shows that it requires the integer names of the boundary condition cards which are pro-
vided in card type J. Hence card type 5 wilt be filled in first.
Figure 11 shows that therQ are only three different boundary conditions for this case,
namely specified opening, wall, and unspecified openings. So three boundary condition
card pairs (cards 5A and 5B, listed alternately) will be needed. The intQger names (LBC)
given to each card pair is arbitrary:
LBC IBC UBC VBC NBC PSBC TBC TEBC
(SA) 5 SOP 93. O. O. 15. 70. .0!
_(SA) _ UOP O. O. O. O. O. O.
(SA) 3 SWL O. O. O. O. O. O.
FBC(1) FBC(2) FBC(3) FBC(4) EDBC
(SB) 0 0 0 0 2_131.0.
(SB) 0 0 0 0 0
(SB) 0 0 0 0 0
_NotQ: An unspecified opening can not be used in conjunction with an adjoining blockage.
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For card 4, the number of ftuid blocks that need to have boundary conditions apptied has
to be determined. This number can only be determined by filling in the card type _ cards
until the complete geometry is defined and then counting the number of cards rifled.
Filling these cards Nithout the hetp of a pre-processor requires the geometry being mod-
eled to be visualized in ones mind. Making several 2D sketchQs at different planes helps,
but some trial and error is invotved. In the absence of a pre-processor two tools are
provided in the code. 1) The code checks these cards for consistent boundary conditions
and flags the cards that are not consistent. This feature of the code is extremely usefut
in ensuring that the proper geometry is being specified. 2) Once the inconsistencies are
corrected, the cell break up at different planes can be plotted to further check out the
geometry. HoNever these toots can only be used after the complete input file is set up.
The recommendation at this point witl be to fill these cards as best as one can, fill out
other cards required for the ZNPUT, and proceed to run the case. Then using the two de-
bugging tools described above, a complete and accurate specification of the desired
geometry and mesh can be achieved.
0nCQ the iteration process dQscribed above is completed, it is found that the total number
of cards required to specify the geometry is 39. For clarity, all the fluid blocks are
shoNn in an exploded vieN in Figure 13. In this figure, block numbers are in parentheses
and boundary condition numbers are circled.
TEACH3D
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I J,L
FIGURE 13
Block and Boundary Condition Numbering
(Numbers in parentheses refer to X-direction, Y-direction, and Z-direction respectively)
This is an exploded view of the fluid blocks shown in figure 12.
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The Wnames w of the boundary condition description cards appear at all block boundaries.
The boundary condition description cards for the six blocks annotated in Figure 13 are
then completed:
X-index Y-index Z-index west east south north front back
MFBI MFBJ MFBK MBCN MBCE MBCS MBCH MBCF MBCB
1 1 1 3 3 3 0 3 0
1 1 2 5 3 3 0 0 0
1 l 3 3 3 3 0 0 3
1 2 l 3 3 0 0 3 0
1 2 2 3 3 0 0 0 0
l 2 3 3 3 0 0 0 3
For example, block (1,1,2) has boundary description cards number 5 describing its west
boundary and 3 describing its east and south boundaries. A 0 on its north, front, and
back boundaries indicates a boundary common with another fluid block. This process is re-
peated until all 39 cards are filled in.
This input is further explained in Figure 14 which illustrates the completed geometry in-
put showing how boundary condition number 3 is applied to the west face of ceil (l,I,1)
from the breakup of Figure 12.
Card Type 2 can now be filled.
HXBLK HYBLK HZBLK HFBLK HBC IPAPER XBEGIN YBEGIH ZBEGIN
5 4 3 39 3
The paper code for Calcomp plots can be left blank to assume default value. The coordi-
nates of lower south-west-front corner of the geometry can also be omitted, therby assum-
ing default values; XBEGIH=O.O, YBEGIH=O.O, and ZBEGIN=O.O.
Card Type 6: On this card, certain indicators and damping factors can be specified, but
for the present problem, only the first four are needed. Since the geometry is cartesian,
IHDCOS=I. It should be noted that IPREF, JPREF and KPREF should define the cell, not
block, which is located in the specified inflow boundary. Hence Card 6 can be filled in
as follows=
IHC05 IPREF JPREF KPREF IMOH JMOH KMON DAMPW DAMPR TBMH TBMX
i I 2 3
Card Type 7: This card allows one to run either a laminar or turbulent flow case and pro-
vides the ability to use 5I or English units. Maximum number of iterations, and the con-
vergence level can also be specified. We would be running a turbulent case using English
units for 200 iteration and the convergence level is 0.005. Hence card type 7 can be
filled as follows.
IHLAM IDEHS IHPRO IHDPRI IUHIT MAXIT 50RMAX ITEMP
F F 2 200 0.005
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S$OOG TURBULENT FLOW IN GEOF5 DOGHOUSE
5 4 3 39
0.4000 4 1.00
O.SO00 1 1.00
0.8000 3 1.00
1.0000 Z 1.00
1.2000 2 1.00
0.5000 S 1.00
0.7000 Z 1.00
0.8000 1 1.00
I.ZO00 4 1.00
0.2000 Z 1.00
0.4000 Z 1.00
0.6000 Z 1
C' ' ' l)
1 Z 1
| 3 !
1 4 1
Z 4 1
3 4 1
4 4 1
4 3 Z
4 Z !
3 Z 1
3 1 !
4 1 1
S 1 1
1 1 Z
1 Z Z
1 3 Z
1 4 Z
2 4 Z
3 4 Z
4 4 2
4 3 Z 3
Z Z 0
3 Z Z 3
3 I Z 3
4 t Z 0
5 1 Z 0
1 ! 3 3
1 :' 3 3
1 3 3 3
1 4 3 3
Z 4 3 0
3 4 3 0
C_ 4 3 0i
c, 3 3 3
4 Z 3 0
3 Z 3 3
3 1 3 3
4 1 3 0
5 1 3 0
l gYtl O. 0
0.0 / 0.0
SWL .0 0
--0.0 0.0
4 UOP 0.0
0.0 0.0
6 PER 0.0
0.0 0.0
S SOP 93. O0
0.0 0.0
3
3 3
3 0
0
0
0
3
0
3
3
0
0
5
3
3
3
0
0
0
S !0 0.0
3 o
0 0
0 0
0 3
0 3 3
0 3 3
3 0 3
3 0 0
3 0 0
0 0 3
0 3 0
0 3 0
4 3 3
3 3+ 0
3 0 0
3 0 0
0 0 3 0
0 3 3 0
0 3 3 0
3 0 3 0
3 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
0 0 3 0
0 3 0 0
0 3 0 0
4 3 3 0
3 3 0 0
3 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
0 0 3 0
0 3 3 0
0 3 3 0
3 0 3 0
3 0 0 0
3 0 0 0
0 0 3 0
0 3 0 0
0 3 0 0
4 3 3 0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0
0
g o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
+3
3
3
3
3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
IS.O0
0.0
0.0
70.00
0.0
70.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.01
00.0
O.
0 1.00
O.
0 1.00
O.
0 1.00
O.
0 1.00
24131.
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INDPRI, which specifies the number of iterations after which variable fields have to be
printed, can be Ieft to its default value. IDEHS and ITEMP are not required for the pres-
ent problem.
Card Type 8: On this card, fluid properties are specified. For the present case, viscos-
ity, density, molecular weight, and Prandtl number need to be specified. Other variables
assume default values.
ALAMDA VISCOS DEHSIT FW PRAHDL C5 DECLN CPDUM
1.11E-5 0.0805 29 0.7
Card Type 9: This card is used to specify the variable fields that need to be calculated.
Since we are solving a case with turbulent flow, turbulence kinetic energy and its dissi-
pation rate have to be calculated in addition to the three momentum equations and the con-
tinuity equation. All other variables can be left to assume default values.
IHCALU INCALV INCALW IHCALP IHCALK IHCALD
T T T T T T
Card Type 10: This card specifies the under-relaxation factors. It was found by trail
and error that thQ following under-rQlaxation factors worked best for the present config-
uration.
URFU URFV URFN URFP URFK URFE
0.3 0.3 0.3 1.0 0.5 0.5
This complQtQS thQ number of INPUT cards that have to be filled. All the remaining cards
can be left to assume default values and can be left blank.
Figure 15 shows the complete INPUT file.
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CAI;'O ZHPUT :
SSOOG TUII_IJLEFIT FLOII ZN G20FS 0OGH(X,ISE
S 4
0.4000
I.S000
0.6_00
1.0000
I.ZO00
0.SO00
0.7000
8.8000
I.ZO00
O.ZOO4
0.4000
0.6000
i i
1 Z
! 3
i 4
4
3 4
• 4
4 $
4
3 Z
S t
4 t
S I
! 1
t t
i 3
1 4
t 4
] 4
4 4
4 3
4 t
$ |
$ I
4 1
S I
! 1
! t
i 3
! 4
Z 4
3 4
4 4
4 3
4 t
3 t
3 i
• 1
S t
1 Sm
0.o
3 $ML
O.O
4 UOP
0.0
• _P
@.0
S 50P
I.I
t I
39
0.0
•.0
0.0
I.O
0.0
0.0
0.•
O.I
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3 3 3
3 3 4
3 3 0
3 0 0
0 0 3
0 0 )
O 3 4
$ 3 O
O 3 0
3 0 •
3 e $
I 0 $
O 4 3
Z S 3 ]
1 3 $ I
l 3 3 I
| $ O O
I O o 3
Z I l 3
2 I 3 O
Z 3 3 O
Z O 3 O
I 3 I o
3 0 3
Z I O 3
I o 4 3
3 3 3 3
3 3 3 t
] 3 3 O
] 3 O •
3 I • 3
$ O • 3
3 • ] I
$ 30 3 I
3 • ] •
3 3 I •
3 3 • 3
3 • o 3
$ • • $
O.O I.O
O.• •.lI
I.O •.l
I.O •.O
0.0 O.•
0.0 0.I
4.o 0.o
O,O 0.0
93.00 O.O
• .l •.O
I 3 Z5 4
: F • 2 200
._S .IIIOE-_. .aOSO[-•l
Y T T Y T T
5 10 O.O O.O O.I •
0 $ •
I 3 •
0 $ 0
3 3 O
3 ] I
3 3 O
1 $ O
0 $ •
3 $ •
t 3 •
O 3 I
3 • 3 •
I I I
I I I
0 0 0
$ 0 •
3 0 I
3 0 •
3 o O
o O O
I I •
3 0 Q
O O •
o I •
3 • eL
0 • 3
• • $
O • 3
3 O 3
$ • 3
$ • 3
$ • 3
I • 3
• 0 3
3 • $
l • 3
O O 3
3 • 3
I.• O.• O.•
O.O
• .O I,l l.l
t.O
o.o o.O ?I.oo
o.0
o.o o.o o.0
o.o
O.O IS.O• 70.00
• 0. O.
• . 0450 • • 0
t.OO 0.704 O.l
F F F F •
I.)•04.3000.30O|.O040.3000.3000.O 0.0 I.O O.O •.O O.O
14 O 0 O • 0 • O 0
• .O •.O 0,0 0,41 •.O •.O
F • P F
0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0
O.O 0.0 0.0 O.O
O,I 0.0 0,0 0.0
•.O
I,I
O.O
O.O
O.OI
I.
I.O
t.O
•.O
0 O.•
O.
• I.O
O.
OO.O
O.
O 0.0
O.
0 •.O
24131.
•.
o.o
0.•
O.O
0
I
2
3A
3A
3*
3A
3A
38
38
38
38
3C
3C
3C
4
4
4
4
4
4+
4,
4
4
4,
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
SA
56
SA
56
54
56
SA
SO
SA
SIS
6
7
8
10
12
13A
136
[ 3C
13D
13[
Figure 15
Complete Input FilQ
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3.5 A _ output
This 5Qction provide5 and Qxplain5 a sample output.
Pun from the _npu_ givQn in tha procQeding s_ction.
This output is a result of a TEACH
x| syl_etric I_r_cter| stics mJrist ically
VERSZON 1_0
(05/05/83)
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The first page of the output is the input given in Figure 15 but since the Nrite format
used is not identical to the read format of the INPUT this figure is not identical to Fig-
ure I5.
1::11112INIRJT;
5SOOG TI_61.1LEHT FLON ZH GEOFS OOGt4lX_tr
5 4 3 39 S 10 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.4000 4 0,0
0.$000 I 0.0
0.6000 3 0.0
1.0000 Z 0.0
I.Z000 Z 0.0
0.S000 S 0.0
0,7000 2 0.0
0.8000 I 0.0
1,2000 4 0,0
O.ZO00 Z 0.0
0.4000 2 0.0
0.6000 Z 0.0
l I 1 3 3 3 0 3 0
1 P 1 3 3 0 0 3 0
l • I 3 3 0 0 3 0
1 4 1 3 0 0 3 3 0
2 4 1 0 0 3 3 3 0
3 4 1 0 0 3 3 3 0
4 4 1 0 3 0 3 3 0
3 I 3 3 0 0 3 0
4 Z 1 0 3 0 0 3 0
3 Z 1 3 0 0 3 3 0
3 I 1 3 0 3 0 3 0
4 ! 1 0 0 3 0 3 0
S l 1 0 4 3 3 3 0
1 ! E S 3 3 0 0 0
l 2 Z 3 3 0 0 0 0
l 3 Z 3 3 0 0 0 0
1 4 Z 3 0 0 3 0 0
Z 4 _ 0 0 3 3 0 0
3 4 Z 0 0 3 3 0 0
4 4 Z 0 3 0 3 0 0
4 3 2 3 3 0 0 0 0
4 2 Z 0 3 0 0 0 0
3 2 2 3 0 0 3 0 0
3 l" 2 3 0 3 0 0 0
4 1 2 0 0 3 0 0 0
S 1 Z 0 4 3 3 0 0
1 1 3 3 3 3 0 0 3
1 2 3 3 3 0 0 0 3
I 3 3 3 • 0 0 0 3
1 4 3 3 0 0 3 0 3
2 4 3 0 0 3 3 0 3
3 4 3 0 0 3 3 0 3
4 4 3 0 3 0 3 0 3
4 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 3
4 2 3 0 3 0 0 0 3
3 2 3 3 0 0 3 0 3
3 | 3 3 0 3 0 0 3
4 1 3 0 0 3 0 0 3
S 1 3 0 4 3 3 0 3
I SYH 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 _L 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0
4 UOP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 70.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 PER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 SOP 93.00 0.0 0.0 15.00 70.00
0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0
1 I t 3 ZS 6 0 O. O.
P 0 P 0 _ 200 O,OOSO 0 0 0
O,OOSO .lllO[-04 ,80SO[*Ol 29.00 0.700 0.0
T T T T T T F V F P F
0.3000.3000.3001.0000.3000.3000.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0
F F Ir F
0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 0
0.0 00.0
O.
0.0 00.0
O,
0,0 00,0
O.
0.0 00.0
O,
0.01 00.0
24131.
0. O.
0.0 0.0
0.0 0,0
0.0 0.0
0
1
Z
34
3A
3A
3A
3A
38
38
38
38
3C
3C
3C
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
Sl
S8
SA
58
SA
56
SA
S8
SA
SB
6
7
8
9
10
11
IZ
lYA
136
13C
130
13E
Figure 16
Input File
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OF POOR QUALITY
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The second page of the file i5 the input file Nith the default set by the program, as giv-
en in Figure 17 beloN.
114PUT i_TH DEFAULTO:
SSOQG 11JIRBULENT FLOM ZH GEOF$ DOGHOUSE
S 4 3 39 S 10 0.0
0.4000 4 1.00
O,SO00 1 1.00
0.8000 3 1.00
1.0000 Z 1.00
1.2000 Z 1.00
O.SOOO S 1.00
0.7000 2 !.00
0.8000 I 1,00
1.2000 4 1.00
0.2000 2 1.00
0.4000 Z 1.00
0.6000 2 1.00
1 1 1 3 3 3 0 3 0
I 2 I 3 3 0 0 3 0
1 3 1 3 3 0 0 3 0
1 4 1 3 0 0 3 3 0
Z 4 1 0 0 3 3 3 0
3 4 1 0 0 3 3 3 0
4 4 1 0 3 0 3 3 0
4 3 1 3 3 0 0 3 0
4 2 1 0 3 0 0 3 0
3 Z 1 3 0 0 3 3 0
3 I 1 3 0 3 0 3 0
4 1 1 0 0 3 0 3 0
S 1 1 0 4 3 3 3 0
1 1 t S 3 3 0 0 0
1 2 2 3 3 0 0 0 0
1 3 2 3 3 0 0 0 0
1 4 2 3 0 0 3 O 0
2 4 Z 0 0 3 3 0 0
3 4 Z 0 0 3 3 0 0
4 4 2 0 3 0 3 0 0
4 _ 2 3 3 0 0 0 0
4 2 2 0 3 0 0 0 0
$ 2 _ $ 0 0 3 0 0
3 1 Z • 0 3 0 0 0
4 1 2 0 0 3 0 0 0
5 1 _ 0 4 • 3 0 0
1 1 3 3 3 3 0 0 3
1 2 3 3 3 0 0 0 3
1 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 3
1 4 $ 3 _ 0 3 0 3
2 4 3 0 0 • 3 0 3
3 4 3 0 0 • 3 0 3
4 4 3 0 3 0 3 0 3
4 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 3
4 2 3 0 3 0 0 0 3
3 2 3 3 0 0 3 0 3
3 1 3 3 0 3 0 0 3
4 1 3 0 0 3 0 0 3
S 1 • 0 4 3 3 0 3
I gY11 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
3 S_JL 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.0
4 UOP 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
6 PEN 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
.q SOP 93.00 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
I 1 Z 3 2S 8 0
0.0 0.0 0 0
F 0 F 1000 2 200 0,0050 0 0 0
0,0050 .IIIOE-04 .8050E-01 20.00 0.700 1.44000
T T T T T T V P F F V
0.3000.3000.3001.0000,3000.3001.0000.7000.3000,7000.8001.000
3 3 3 5 3 3 3 3 10
0.0900 1.0000 1.4400 1.9200 0,4187 9.7930
V F F F
2.01600 32.00000 44.00999 18.01601
1,00000 l.O0000 1.00000 1.00000
0.90000 0.90000 0,90000 0.90000
I Z 3 4 7.9370 1.0000 4.0000
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0,0
0,0 0.
0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0 1.00
o o :;0.0 0.0 70,00 0.0 0 I.
0o :;0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0 I.
0.0 O.
0.0 lS.O0 70,00 0.01 0 1.00
0.0 24131 •
100. 100. 1. 1000000.
01.00000 0.0
0.0 0.25000
1.0000 0.9000
1
t.O000
1
2
34
34
34
34
34
315
38
38
38
3C
3(:
3(:
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
S4
S8
SA
58
SA
5B
SA
S8
SA
SB
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
134
138
13C
130
13E
14
F|gure 17
Input File (with default)
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few pages of the output give information on the type of case being run. An exam-
this is given in Figure 18.
Turbulent.
Constont density.
Vlueos_ty is beqng celcul_tad evory _teration.
A11 vtrlable fields ere Ioe|rvJl p_tnted ev_-y 1000 itereti(ml.
A11 input in Engllsh units (lengths in
A11 ¢elc'Jlations uill stop after 200 ttePtti¢*l or dhen sll res_duel source fell beloN .SO000E-OZ.
No ¢mmbust ion.
Entstvlty of the g_e =-l.0000 over4dem the emaistvity _lauletlun by the progr=o.
Reat_luler coordinates.
Cnlc,_leticms is'ned one
U-Velo¢i ty
V-¥e|oci ty
14-Velo¢ | ty
P!PesllurQ
Ktneti© Energy
E_gy Die fpat foe
ALGQRXTN11 X$ USEO TO SOLVE HATRZX [qUATZONS.
eLrllglaI= ZPREFz lp JPREF= E, KPREF• 3, ZS HOT A $_ECZFZED FLUZO CELL.
_= ZPREF• l, JI_EF= Z, KPREF= 4, MILL BE USED.
At X • .0 from Y = .0 to Y • .SO00
Non flew In .7486S (LMC_EC)
Inlet fluid veloc|ty 93.000 (FT/S)
Inlet fluid tmmpereture 70.000 (OEG F)
Reyr_)lds numbeP .26978E_06
Fluid _i ty .SDSODE-DI | LBJlrrmm3)
and from Z • .ZOO0 to Z • .4000
AT X = 0.0 Fl_ll Y• 0.0 TO Y •
11_E SUl OF THE FLOW FOe k_ST
_e_tl_
O.SOOO0 AHO _ Z = O.ZO000 TO Z = 0.40000
MALL XS 0.74865
• 7.O00E-O!
Total ms flott in .7486S
C_rdshavebeenread |n
(Um/SEC)
At X • .0 from Y • .0
1411we flot* in
Inlet fluid velocity
Inlet fluid tmrmture
Reynolds numbeP
Fluid density
te Y • .SO00
.7486S l Ugl/SEC)
93.000 iFT/3)
70.000 (OEG FI
.Z6978E_06
.80SOOE-OI (LB/FT*_3)
lind from Z • .EO00 to Z • .4000
AT X = 0.0 _ Y= 0.0 TO Y •
THE SUN OF THE FLOMS FOR NEST
Prmedtl ntadber
O.SO000 AND _ Z = O.ZO000 TO Z • 0.40000
HALL IS 0.7486S
• ?.O00E-Ol
¥otol atsa fl_ _n
U_ERI CALLEO.
error, x, in the center
corrects small errors.
• 74865 I LBII/SEC )
Figure 18
Case Information
of the page. TEACH checks your
All errors of this type will be
boundary condition and if
noted here in the output.
TEACH3D
Figure 19 beloN g_ves the next section of the output.
variable for each iteration are printed out.
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Here the residuals of each field
ZTER lr............... ABSOLUTE IIESZOUAL
NO. _ VIt011 RA$S 1XTN TEHP
1 •$00 •335E-05 2•00 .102E-01 •0
! 1.11 ._9 2.30 .213[-01 .O
3 1.62 2.22 2.57 .1245E-01 .0
4 2.16 1.9S 1,60 .239E-01 •0
S 1,74 Z.03 .87mJ .2802-01 •0
6 l.S7 1.99 .517 .3402-01 .0
? 1.36 1.7S .S13 •3892-01 .0
8 1•19 l•SS .S28 .4031-01 .0
9 .997 1.30 .608 .391E-01 .0
10 .820 1.02 •sgs .3S72-01 .8
11 .7SO .926 .SS7 .323[-01 .0
12 ,863 1•00 .499 .2912-01 •0
13 .923 1•14 .474 .2702-01 .0
14 .947 1.18 •324 .2S2E-01 •0
IS •901 1•13 .257 .2371[-01 .0
16 •793 1.01 .273 •2232-0! •0
17 .6**6 ,854 .334 .210|o01 .0
18 .SO0 .659 .314 .1_E-01 .0
19 . 392 •S02 .2?2 • 1771[-0I • 0
20 .402 .471 •250 .162E-01 ,0
II ._7 •490 .192 .ISLE-01 .0
22 •470 •S10 ,1S3 •1432-01 .0
Z$ .4S7 •49S .127 .14S2-01 •0
124 •406 .439 •116 .1481[-01 .0
tS •328 •369 .1IS .1_E*01 ,0
116 •P42 .299 .113 .1441-01 •0
27 •180 .237 .lOS •i36|-01 •0
128 .162 .118 .902[-01 .12SE-O! •0
29 .170 .228 .712[-01 .112E-01 .0
30 •178 .238 .S25E-01 •9972-02 .0
31 .176 •240 .3()$E-01 .894E-01[ •0
32 .160 .226 •396E°01 .8172-02 .0
33 .135 •200 ._E-01 .75121[-01 .0
34 .106 .166 .47IE-01 .691[E-02 •0
35 .8382-01 .134 •461|-01 .6351[-01 .O
36 .787E-01 •113 .421E-01 .5832-02 •0
37 •8412-01 .109 •358[-01 •S41E-01[ •0
38 •911[-01 •110 •2852-01 •S092-02 .0
39 .916[-01 .111 •211[E-01 •_3E-Ol .0
40 .849E-01 . lOS •1[061[-01 .4642-02 •0
41 .737E-01 •9_52-01 .2182-01 •4501[-01[ .O
42 •6032-01 •811E-01 •21272-01 .4352-02 •0
43 .4902-01 .675E*01 .1181[-01 .4162-01[ .0
44 .4242-01 •S95E-01 •193E-01 .3942-02 •0
4S .40612°01 •S89E-01 . 1642-01 .3691[-01[ .0
46 .416E-01 •S94E-Ol .134E-01 •3442-02 .0
47 .405[-01 •588E-01 • 114E-01 •31232-02 .O
• 374E-01 .550E*01 • 107E-01 •3082-02 .0
49 .330E-01 . 494[-01 • 11,01-01 •2031[-02 • 0
SO •274[-01 •412122-01 • 113E-01 .278[-02 •0
SOURCE SUITS............... l
OlSP FLUC FI_AC OEN_I
• 1771[-03 .0 .0 .0
• 113[-03 .0 .0 •0
• _0[-04 • 0 •0 • 0
•8351[ *04 • 0 .0 .0
• 767E-04 . 0 •0 .0
• 7121[E-04 ,0 .0 .0
• 695E-04 • O •0 • 0
.6782-04 .0 .0 •0
• 6642-04 .0 , 0 • 0
.6482-04 .0 .O .0
.630[-04 •0 .0 .0
.6102-04 .0 •0 .0
.601E-04 .0 .9 .0
•S882-04 .O .0 .O
•574E004' ,0 •0 .0
• 556E-04 •0 .0 .0
,533E-04 .0 .0 .0
• $082-04 • 0 • 9 • 0
._3E-04 .0 •0 .O
.4682-0_ .0 .0 •0
.46Z2-04 .0 .0 .O
•459E-0_ • 0 • 0 • 0
.4571[-04 .0 •0 .0
.457T-04 .0 •0 .0
,4S6E-04 .0 .0 .0
• 449E-04 • 0 • 0 •0
• 437E-04 • 0 • 0 . O
.4182-04 .0 .0 .0
• 394E-04 .0 .O .O
.370E-04 ,0 .0 •0
• 3441[-04 .0 .0 .0
• 3172-04 o0 .0 •0
• 2801[-04 . 0 .0 • 0
• 2622-04 .0 .9 .0
.2342-94 .0 .0 .0
• 2182-04 .0 ,O .0
.202E-04 .0 •0 ,0
• 1901-04 .0 .0 •0
.1822-04 ,0 ,0 .0
• 175E-04 .0 .0 .0
• 172E*04 .0 .0 .0
• 1682-04 ,0 .0 ,0
• 1642-04 .0 .0 .0
• 1592-04 .0 .0 .0
.1532-04 .0 .0 .0
. 1461r-04 .0 ,0 .0
• 1382-04 .0 .0 •0
- 1302r-04 .0 ,0 .0
• 122[-0A .0 .0 .0
• I142-04 .0 .0 .0
HttOtl TR4
• 154E-04 .0
,791 ,0
.601 .O
.418 .0
.36S .0
.278 .0
.259 .O
.143 .0
.236 .0
.P31 .0
• 218 .O
,1[06 .0
.194 .0
.181[ .0
.171 .0
.164 .0
.I_ .0
.lS2 .0
• 147 ,O
.14l •0
.138 .9
.133 .0
.127 .0
.110 .0
.Ill .0
.104 ,0
.952E-01 .O
.869E-01 .0
.791[E-01 *0
,715[-01 .0
.641[*01 .0
.571E-01 .0
• SlOE-O! ,0
.455E-01 .0
.411E-01 ,0
.376E-01 ,0
• 348[-01 , 0
• 325E-01 • 0
.303E-01 ,0
.264E-01 ,0
.265E-01 ,0
.249[-01 .0
.234E-01 .0
.=212-01 .0
.2091[-01 .0
.198[-01 .0
.188E-01 .0
.179E-01 .0
.1742-01 .0
.167E°01 .0
F| gure 19
Table of Residuals
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
ITER Z ............... ABSOLUTE RESl_UAL _Ol_E SUMS ............... Z
NO. _ VHOH rMS5 TI(IN TEHP DZSP FLUC FRAC DENS _ 'T1_4
SI .219E-01 .348E-01 .!0BE-01 .Z63E-02 .0 .107E*04 ,0 .0 .8 .162E-0! .0
SZ .18_E-O| .308E-01 .992E-0_ .248E-02 .0 .IOIE-04 .0 .0 .0 .157[-01 .0
S3 . 178E-01 . 305E-0] .860E-02 . 234E-02 .0 .963E-OS , 0 .0 . O . IS2E-O! . 0
S4 .1792-D1 .31SE-OI .719E-02 .222E-02 .0 .9_OE-OS .0 .0 .0 .1482-01 .0
SS .180E-01 .318E-01 .S91[-02 .21IE-OZ .0 .68_E-05 .0 .0 .0 .1432-41 .0
$6 .169[-01 .309E-01 ..549E*02 .203E-02 .0 .846E-05 .0 .0 .0 .137E-01 .0
57 .ISIE-OI ,286E-01 .5572-02 .|gSE-OZ ,0 .8132-05 ,0 .0 .0 .132E-01 .0
58 .133E-01 .2SSE-Ol .S70E-OZ .1871[-02 .Q .779E-0S .0 .0 .8 .128E-01 .0
59 .123E-01 .223E-01 .557E-02 .178[-02 .0 .743E-05 .0 .0 .O .1222-01 .0
60 .122E-01 ,1982-01 .S272-02 ,169E-02 ,0 .7072-0S .0 .0 .0 .117E-01 .0
6| .123[-01 .187E-01 .483E-02 .160[-02 .0 .669E-05 .0 .O .0 .IIZE-OI .0
6t .125E-01 .182E-0| .429E-OZ .I50E-OZ .0 .630[-05 .0 .O .0 ,107E-01 .0
63 .123[-01 .173[-01 .379E-0_ .14ZE-02 .0 .SglE-OS .0 ,0 .0 .lOlE-Ol .0
64 .]]7E-Oi .160E-OI .350E-02 .133E-02 .0 .SS3[-OS .0 .0 .0 .963E-02 .0
65 .]09E-Ol .143E-01 ,341E-02 .|2SE-02 .0 .517E-OS .0 .0 .0 .9|4E-0_ .0
66 .986[-02 .124E-01 .330E-05 .118E-05 ,0 .465E-0S .0 .0 .0 .865E-05 .0
67 .MIE-OZ .109E-Ol ,3082-05 .II|E-05 .0 .4SSE-OS .0 .0 .0 .814E-05 .O
68 .788E-02 .IOIE-01 .2802-05 .1052-05 .0 .429E-0S .0 .0 .0 ,764E-02 .0
69 .753E-02 .988E-05 .250E-05 .IOOE-05 .0 .406E-05 ,0 .0 .O ,7lSE-05 .0
70 .678E-02 .975E-02 .517E-02 .961E-03 .0 ._,TE-0S .0 .0 .0 ,668E-02 .0
71 .64SE-OZ .9S62-05 .190E-05 .9271[-03 .0 .3712-0S .O .0 .0 .626E-05 .0
75 ,607E-02 .928E-05 ,177E-05 .898E-03 ,0 .3STE-OS .0 .0 .0 .588E-02 .0
?3 .S632-05 .890E-02 .176E-05 .8705-03 .0 ._E-OS .0 .0 .0 .SSYE-02 ,0
74 .521E-02 ,852E-05 .176[-@5 .842E-03 .0 .332E°05 .0 .0 .0 .5242-02 .0
7S .490E-05 .816E-02 .174E-02 .814E-03 .0 .322E-05 .0 .0 .0 .498E-02 .0
76 .4735-05 .TglE-02 .]70[-05 .785E-03 .0 .312E-05 .0 .0 .0 .476E-02 .0
77 .463E-05 .780E-05 .163E-05 .7S6E-03 .0 .302E-05 .0 .0 .0 .457E-02 .0
78 .454E-02 .7762-05 .153E-02 .7282-03 .0 .293E-05 .0 .0 .0 .4412-02 .0
79 .440E-05 .769E-02 .ldi6[-OZ .7015-03 .0 .285E-05 .0 ,0 .0 .4272-02 .0
80 ,419E-02 .735E-02 .]455-02 .6775-03 .0 .|?TE-OS .0 .0 .0 .413E-05 ,0
81 . 394E-02 . 732E-02 , 146E-02 .6562-03 • 0 • 2702-0S • 0 • 0 .0 " .4002-05 • 0
82 . ]&7E-02 . 704E-02 . 147E-02 .6371[-03 . 0 ,5642-05 .0 ,0 .0 . 388E-05 . 0
83 .3422-05 .6782-02 .14SE-OZ .6212-03 .0 .2SSE-OS .0 .0 .0 ,375E-05 .0
84 .352E-02 .658E-02 .143[-05 ,607|-03 .0 .553Z-05 .0 .0 .0 .364E-02 .0"
8S .306[-02 .642E-05 .1391[-02 .S9S[-05 .0 .549E-OS .0 .0 .0 .3S3E-05 .0
86 .294E-05 .624Z-02 .1342-02 .S842-03 .0 ,245E-OS .0 .0 .0 .3432-02 .0
87 .262E-05 .604E-05 .I29t[-0_ .S742-03 .0 .|41E-OS .0 .0 .0 .332E-02 .0
88 .269E*05 .578Z-02 .12SE-02 .565E-03 .0 .5382-0S .0 .0 .0 .320E-02 .0
89 . ZSAE-05 .549E-02 . 12RE-02 • SSSE-03 • O • 2_P_Z-OS . 0 .0 .0 .3082-02 • 0
98 .2392*02 .516E-05 .1202*02 .S442-03 .0 .530[-0S .0 .0 .0 .2962-05 .0
91 .224E-02 .4842-02 .1171[*02 .S33E*03 .0 .257E-OS .0 .0 .0 .284E-05 .0
Figure 19 (continued)
The rest of the output file consists of a listing of all field variables on a11 planes.
The entire U-Velocity is given in Figure 20. The orginal output would also contain the
following field variables: V-Velocity, W-Velocity, Static Pressure, Turbulence Energy, En-
ergy Dissipation Rate, Viscosity, Density, East-West Peclet Number, North-South Peclet
Number, Front-Back Peclet Humber, Wall Reynolds Humber, West and East Wall Shear Stress,
South end North Wall Stress, and Front and Back Wall Stress.
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4t-t-a-a-u-m-_-Je.Q._.,w. U VELOCZTY AT Z! 1)st-.SOOOOE-01
J T Z 3 4 5 6 7
14 1.15000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
13 |.15000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
12 1.05000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
II 0.93000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 0,85000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 0.75000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 0.65000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 0,55000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 0.45000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 0,35000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 0.25000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0
3 O.ISO00 0.0 0.0 0+0 0.0 0.0 0,0
Z 0.05000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I -0.05000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0+0 0.0 0.0
X= 0.0 0.10000 O. 20000 O. 30000 0.40000 O. 50000
J Y 10 11 IZ 13 14
14 1.25000 0°0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0
13 1.15000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
12 1.05000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
II 0.95000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 0.85000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 0.?5000 0.0 0+0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 0.65000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 0.55000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 0.45000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
S 0.35000 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0
4 0.25000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0
3 0.15000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Z 0.05000 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I -0,05000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
X= 0.410000 0.90000 1.00000 !. 10000 1 +t0000
w-g-u-u-e-u-m-u-u-w-_- U VELOCI'TY AT ZI t)u .50000E-01
J Y 2 3 4 $ 6 7
14 l.ZSO00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
--I-l* II-II*l- J-'B. II. U-_.II
0 9
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0,0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.60000 0. 70000
-II- II -Q,-_ .IF-II-t.g-It.IF-II.
8 0
0.0 0.0
13 1.15000 0,0
12 1.05000 0.0
11 0.9S000 0.0
10 0.8S000 0.0
9 0.73000 0.0 -1.601911*01 02.20166100] -!.41953[+01 0.0 0.0
8 0.65000 0.0 -Z.11813E*01 -2.789671_*01 -1.9923SE+01 0.0 0.0
7 0.55000 0.0 -2.42204E+01 -3.17203E+01 -2.273621001 0.0 0.0
6 0,45000 0.0 -_.630031*01 -3.371211*01 05,384191+01 0.0 0.0
S 0.35000 0.0 -2.839891001 *3.610_6E*01 -Z.382461*01 0.0 0.0
4 0._5000 0.0 -3.00010[001 *3.46254E+01 -2.41161E+01 0.0 0.0
3 O.lSO00 0.0 -3.265515001 -3.S39371_+01 -t.44054E+01 0.0 0.0
Z O.OSO00 0.0 -3.33523E+01 -3.5S0475001 -_.4191585*01 0.0 0.0
I -O.OSO00 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
X's 0.0 0,10000 O.ZO000 0.30000 0.40000 0.S0000
J Y 10 11 lZ 13 14
14 1.25000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
13 1.15000 2.995162001 1.73914100| 0.0 0.0 0.0
IZ 1,05000 Z.728142001 1.46,641E+01 0.0 0.0 0,0
11 0.95000 3.452195001 1.804221001 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 0.85000 S.33483E+01 2.285075001 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 0.75000 0.0 6.206345+00 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 0.65000 2.842751000 4.490582+00 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 0.55000 5,90830E+00 6.70106E*00 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 0.45000 1.329051*01 Z.S0002E+OI 4.84201[+01 2.15360[+01 Z.IS499[+01
5 0.35000 1.409311001 Z.$4901E*0] 4.250431001 4.060031_01 4.060965001
4 0.25000 6.837761*00 1.689131001 3.138305*01 3.738411*01 3.73855E+01
3 0.15000 -1.33304E*01 2.68159[*00 1.036105001 2.84080E+01 2.83969E+01
Z O.OSO00 -3.432132001 -1.96481[+01 1.214261*01 2.5S4331001 8.S51371001
1 -0.05000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
X= 0.80000 0.94000 1.00000 1.10000 1.20000
4.335001[+00 1.06TT71[001 1.805081[001 3.16723E*01 3.855S81[+01 3.99304E*01 3.70363E*01
-1.17946E-01 t.673671[+00 1.24696E*01 2.92490E+01 3.53083E+01 3.62:420E+01 3.390662001
-S.59304E+00 -S.39041E+00 7.14951E+00 3.06896E*01 3.399391001 3.S07991001 3.60582E+01
-1.13273E*01 -1.350521_+01 -4.76053[-02 3.28802E+01 2.42321E+01 2.SS091[+01 3.44220E+01
0.0 0.0
1.02818E+01 1.064762001
8.14_31E+00 1.02752E+01
6.83357E+00 ! .231SZE+01
4.84790E+00 1.061922001
S.73946,5-01 1.90141E+00
-7. 024725+00 - 1.19310E+O 1
-2.06610E+01 -3.26692E+01
0.0 0.0
O. 60000 0 •70000
F_gure 20
Complete Listing of U-Velocity Field Variable Calculated On All PlanQs
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II-II.W. I1.11.11 .ll.tl'-II- I1-11-
J Y 2
14 1.25000 0.0
[3 l.lSO00 O.O
12 1.0S000 0.0
11 0.95000 0.0
10 0.85000 0.0
0 0.75000 0,0
8 0.65000 0,0
7 0.55000 0.0
6 0.45000 0.0
5 0.35000 0.0
4 0.25000 0.0
3 O.ISO00 0.0
Z 0.0S000 0.0
1 -0.05000 0.0
X= 0.0
J Y 10
14 1.25000 0.0
U VELOCZTY AT Z( 31= .10000 -m-u.w-u-u-u-w-w-u-u-m
3 4 S 6 • 8 9
0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0
1.159SYE+OI 2.16616E+01 2.8969984.0] 3.60S96E*01 3.98642E4.01 3.99324E+01 3.64402E4.01
1.08592E+01 2.16622E4.01 2.99862E4.01 3.87S06[4.01 4.19948[÷01 4.15380E*01 3.809S6E4.01
8.674301[÷00 1.81884E÷01 2.61668114.01 6.02704[+01 6.22825E÷01 4.25530[4.01 4.18451E4.01
0.62081E4.00 1.20836[4.01 2.04107[+01 4.17029[÷01 3.16948[÷01 3.22371E÷01 3.99011E4.01
Z.38451E4.00 4.4|471E+00 5.42S68E÷00 0.0 0.0
S.36769E-O| |.35622E+00 2.00146[÷00 0.0 0.0
1.366,84[÷00 3.06605E4.00 3.2086S[+00 0,0 0,0
7.06035E÷00 8.83290[÷00 6.61122E÷00 0.0 0.0
1.366,16[+01 1.47877E001 8.36398E÷00 0.0 0.0
1.69720[÷01 1.c,8685[+01 7.251_*E*00 0.0 0.0
1.68152E4.01 1.34_,7E4.01 6.16,137E4.00 0.0 0.0
1.71299E4.01 1.28696[÷01 S.77797E÷00 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0,10000 0.20000 0,30000 0,40000 O.SO000
11 12 13 14
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
1.0631324.01 !.1363124.01
8.09360[+00 1.081222001
6.34466E*00 1.252492001
3.79070E+00 I.OlOSOE+Ol
-8.5S6722-01 S. 11394E-01
-8.37_*30E÷00 01.31159E+01
-2.14063E+01 -3.3-"6 IP.[÷OI
0.0 0.0
0.60000 0.70000
13 1.15000 Z.881781[÷01 1.61S31[*01 0.0 0.0 0.0
1_' l,OSO00 3.06148E÷01 1.66340E÷01 0,0 0,0 0.0
ll 0.05000 3.86100[÷01 2.073171[÷01 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 0.85000 S.76S741[÷01 2.53776E÷01 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 0.75000 0.0 7.6,95701[÷00 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 0.65000 4.303701[÷00 s.qs773E÷O0 0.0 0.0 0.0
• O.SSO00 •.39085[*00 1.02001E÷01 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 0.6,5000 1.47046[÷01 P.65574F÷O| 4.9301S[÷0| 2.20722[4.01 2.20724114.01
5 0.35000 1.S11671[÷0! 2.67779[÷01 4.3413_E÷0! 4.11508E÷01 4.11513114.01
4 0.25000 7.51201E*00 1.78936E+01 3.20216E÷01 3.7810P.1[÷01 3.701931[÷01
3 0.15000 -1.35084[÷01 2.96076E÷00 1.806931r÷0! 2.869201[÷01 2.869271[÷01
2 0.0S000 -3.6,9002114.01 -1[.030631[÷01 1.170871[÷01 2.06504[4.01 2.864921[÷01
I -0.05000 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0
X= 0.00000 O. 90000 1.00000 1.10000 1.20000
J Y 2
14 1.25000 0.0
13 1.15000 0.0
12 l.OSO00 0.0
11 0.95000 0,0
10 0.85000 0,0
9 0.75000 0.0
8 0.65000 0.0
7 0.S5000 0.0
6 0.6,5000 9.300001[÷01 8.51881114.01 7.3800•1[÷01 4,84,0011[001 0,0
S 0.35000 9.300001[÷01 9.094601[÷01 7.695911[÷01 4.8920214.01 0.0
4 O,ZSO00 9.300001[÷01 8.900001[,+.01 7,37108114.01 4..0617'71[+01 0.0
3 O,ISO00 9.300001[÷01 8.780902÷01 7.188571[÷01 4.400371[÷01 0.0
2 O.OSO00 9.300001[÷01 8.693081[÷01 7.067791[+01 4.325271[÷01 0.0
U _L0CZT'Y AT Z( 6)# .H000 _-_-_w-u-w-m-l-e-u-m
3 4 5 6 ? 8 9
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.342241[001 2.67_01[÷0! 3.47001[401 4.01_01[÷01 4.2_6_÷01 4.168661[+01 3.770482÷01
1.7_S2E*01 3.006241[÷01 3.802191[÷01 4.613301[,01 4._4662÷01 4.416521[÷01 4.016092*01
1.7980_+01 Z.94825[÷01 3._0f81[÷01 4.0_201[÷01 4._6261[÷01 6.699221[÷01 4.40_0E*01
1.7_92[4.01 1[.77377E÷01 3.SS_7E÷01 S.12165E÷01 4.045511[÷01 3.932_1[÷01 4.473_1[÷01
1.70_1[÷01 2.4t_22E÷01 2.199S31[÷01 0.0 0.0
1.V6_01[÷01 2.875271[÷01 2._93_÷01 0.0 0.0
3.371112÷01 4._829[4.01 3.31018E4.01 0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0
0.@
0.0
0.0
1 -0.05000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
X= O. 0 O. 10000 O. 20000 O. 30000 0.60000
J Y 10 11 12 13 14
14 1,25000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
13 1,13000 3.00S391[÷01 1.766381[001 0,0 0.0 0.0
12 1.05000 3. 206882+01 1.860832÷01 0.0 0.0 0.0
11 0.95000 4.07674E÷01 2.22845E*01 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 0.8S000 6.1044_1[÷01 2.675871[÷01 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 0.75000 0,0 7.'q_q0201[÷00 0.0 0,0 0.0
8 0.65000 5.480681[4.00 6,599631[4.00 0.0 0,0 0.0
7 0.55000 0.451371[÷00 1.08101E÷01 0.0 0.0 0.0
0,0
0.50000
6 0.45000 1.55811E÷01 2.72238E÷01 4.982681[÷01 2.17_2E+01 2.171S&E÷O!
S 0.35000 1.56638E÷01 2.73S85E÷01 4.384471[÷01 4.1164411401 4.114862401
4 0.20000 7.666071[÷00 1.83690[÷01 3.241601[*01 3.80Y26[*01 3.605151[*01
3 0.15000 -1.306911[÷01 3.18424[÷00 1.68738[÷01 2.900421[÷01 2.00721[÷01
Z 0,05000 -3.S00762÷01 -2.001461[001 1.199041[÷01 2.61200E001 2.615791[÷01
I 00.05000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0
X= 0.80000 0.90000 1.00000 I.I0000 1.20000
0.0 0.0
1.084494[÷01 1.201972*01
8.152321[÷00 1.129141[÷01
6. 3643S1[÷00 1.276771[÷01
3.757131[÷00 9.756901[÷00
-4.S19291[-01 4.173391[-01
-6.33587[÷00 -1.32406E*01
-2. llSl4E÷Ol -3. 314891[+01
0,0 0.0
0.60000 0.70000
Figurg 20 (continued)
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I1.11.1t*11. J.W.m.II.W.II-_-
J Y 2
14 1.25000 0.0
13 1.15000 0.0
lZ 1.05000 0.0
11 8.95000 0.0
10 0.85000 0.0
0 0,•5000 0,0
8 0.6S000 0.0
• 0.55000 0.0
U VELOCZTY AT Z( 5)= .35000 -u-mo_-a-e-u-m-m-m-u-w
3 4 S 6 • 8 9
0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.941081[,01 8.67648t[,01 5.468101301 4.010891[,01 4.[44171[301 4.16644E+01 3.77402[+01
1.75•23[301 5.00402[.01 $.79891E+01 4.40904[,01 4.55941[301 4.4X069E+01 4.01058E+01
1.79•261[.0| [.94680[,01 3.72868[*0| 4.833941301 4.86105[.01 4.69311[.01 4.478191301
!.794•9[,01 Z.77349[*OL 5.553151[+01 5.12025[,01 4.043161[.01 3.929371[+01 4._9361301
1.•05741*01 t.482471[30] 2.19971E301 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.964131[*01 t.6•SSOE*01 2.359521[+01 0.0 0.0 1.09433[.01 1.20026[*01
$.37135[301 4.348371[,01 3.3101111[,01 0.0 0.0 0.141751[,00 1.12•65[+01
6 0.45000 0.300001[,01 8.519061[,01 •.38020[*01 4.844021[,01 0.0
S 0.)S000 0.300001[,01 9.094361[,01 7.695941[,01 4.8911441[,01 0.0
4 0.25000 9.30000[,01 8.899921[,01 •.37001[+01 4.5614_E+01 0.0
3 0.15000 9.30000[301 8.780791[.01 7.18038E+01 4.400161[,01 0.0
2 0.05000 9.300001[.01 8.693031[÷01 7.06768[.01 4.32513[,01 0.0
1 -0.05000 0.0 0.0 0.0
X= 0.0 0.10000 0.[0000
J Y 10 IL 1[
14 1.[S000 0.0 0.0 0.0
13 1.15000 3.005611[*01 1.•6981_*01 2.0
12 1.05000 3.2S333[*01 1.86679[,01 0.0
11 0.95000 6.06995[*01 2.22599[*01 0.0
I0 0.8S000 6.09912[,01 [+672071[*01 0.0
9 0.•$000 0.0 •.931902*00 0.0
8 0.65000 S.4•2571[+00 6.60564[*00 0.0
• O.SSOOO 0.44180[*00 1.082551[,01 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.30000 0.40000
13 !4
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0,0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
6 0.45000 1.5Y6571[*01 2.•11418E*01 4.984471[,01 2.17700|,01 t.I•St9[*Ot
S 0.35000 |.S_5871[301 [.•37681[+01 4.386711[.01 4.11951[301 4.11641[+01
4 0.2S000 ?.674621[,00 1.83903[.01 3.26364[*01 3.00729[+01 3.607271[.01
3 0.15000 -L.39410[+01 3.[11911[.00 1.887561[*01 2.90409[,01 2.90546[+01
[ 0.05000 -$.50•40[301 -[.07829[*01 1.196171[.01 2.60706E+01 2.609812.01
I -0,05000 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0
X= 0.80000 0.90000 1.00000 1.10000 1.20000
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.50000
6.55735[*00 1 .[79401[+01
3. 7250[[300 9.77886[*00
-8.01172[-01 4. 26851[-01
-8. 357501[*00 -|. 32407E+01
-_. |X604[+01 -3.31445[.01
0,0 0.0
0.60000 0. 70000
t_.m-m- m-_-N- t-i)-_-N*m-
J Y 2
14 1.2S000 0.0
13 1.15000 0.0
1[ 1.0S000 0.0
11 0.95000 0.0
10 0,85000 0.0
9 0.75000 0.0
0 0,65000 0.0
• 0.55000 0.0
6 0.45000 0.0
S 0.35000 0.0
4 0.2S000 0.0
$ 0.1S000 0.0
[ 0.05000 0,0
I -0.05000 0.0
X= 0.0
U V1[LOCZTY AT Z( 6)= .45000 -_.e-m-m-u-w-w-m-w-u-m
3 4 5 6 • 8 9
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.1S842E+01 [.164341[+01 1[.0946T1[301 3.603961[,01 3.904481[*01 5.991161[÷01 3.641971[,01
1.085001[,01 [.164661[+01 Z.996788*01 3.073191[,01 4.19•09[.01 4.150661[,01 3.805512.01
8.668171*00 1.817731[,01 1[.615251[,01 4.0[5861[*01 4.[25941[*01 4.[51031[+01 4.17959[.01
S.61888[+00 1.200341[,01 1[.040601[,01 4.168831[.01 3.16688[,01 3.[2040[*01 3.98629[,01
2.38621[÷00 4.6:._0071[*00 5.416601[,00 0.0 0.0
5.402861[-01 1.362901[*00 [.00500E*00 0.0 0.0
1.S6889[*00 5.07146[+00 3.21166E+00 0.0 0.0
7.065241[*00 8.83701E*00 6.613421[*00 0.0 0,0
1.364941[*01 1.47902[.01 0.364651300 0.0 0.0
1.697551[,01 1.486901[*01 7.251462*00 0.0 0.0
1.681602.01 1.34437[*01 6.14073E÷00 0.0 0.0
1.712931[,01 1.28681[÷01 5.77734[+00 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
0. i 0000 0. 20000 0 • 30000 0.40000 O. 50000
0.0 0.0
1.063031[301 1.13S871[+01
0.091001[*00 1.080861301
6.342122.00 1.25239[.01
3.800862*00 1.01178[301
-8.472551[-01 5.30938[-01
-0.358031[300 -1.310171[+01
-2.13_371[*01 -3.323871[.01
0.0 0.0
0.60000 0.70000
Figure 20 (continued)
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J Y I0 11
14 !.25000 0.0 0.0 0.0
13 !.15000 Z.879585501 1,61308EJ01 0.0
11 1.05000 3.05693E+01 1.65930E*01 0.0
11 0,95000 3.85508E+01 2,06727E+01 0.0
10 0.85000 5.76190[.01 2,53261E+01 0.0
5 0.75000 0.0 7.46544E+00 0.0
6 0.65000 4.30380E+00 5.93686[*00 0.0
7 0.55000 7.39128E+00 1.01869E+01 0.0
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11 13 14
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
6 0.6.5000 !.67044[,01 Z.65520[+01 4.93891[*0] Z.207411[+01 _.207991[+01
5 0,35000 1.51195[.01 Z.67783E+01 4,34245[+01 4.11646[+01 4.11679[.01
4 0,25000 7.5188:'[*00 1.78970E*01 3.20318[+01 3.70195E*01 3.78311E*01
3 0,15000 -1.35737E*01 2.97266[*00 1.85932E+01 2.06860[.01 2.06_0E+01
2 0,05000 -3.497871[.01 -2.03751E*01 1.17926E+01 2.$6258E+01 2,56181E+0i
I -0.05000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
X8 0.80000 0. 90000 |. 00000 I. I0000 I. ZOO00
J Y Z
]4 ].25000 0.0
13 !.15000 0,0
11 1.05000 0.0
11 0.95000 0.0
10 0.85000 0.0
9 0.75000 0.0
8 0.45000 0.0
7 0.55000 0.0
6 0.45000 0.0
5 0.35000 0.0
4 0.25000 0.0
3 0.15000 0.0
2 0.05000 0.0
1 -0.05000 0.0
Xs 0o0
J Y 10
14 1.25000 0.0
U VELOCTTY AT Z( 7)8 .55005 -|.#-_-l-i_.-m-w-N-_-|-I
3 4 S 6 7 4 q
0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0
4.32355t*00 !.065%1[*01 1.803191[*01 3.166301[501 3.05692E*01 3.9q_35E*01 3.702691[,01
-1._5778E-01 _.86158E*00 1.245SIE,01 Z.92390E+OI 3.52986[*0J 3.62311E+01 3.38949E*0]
-5.591_21[*00 -5.39973E*00 7,13870[+00 3.06791E+01 3.39810E*01 3.S0625E+01 3.60360E*0|
-I.13309E*01 -1.3S100E*01 *S.3+01SE-OJ_ 3.28691E*01 2.421S3E*01 ,'_.54897E*0] 3.45049E*01
-1.69208E*01 -2.20297E*01 -I,41953E*01 0.0 0.0
-2.11_2._,01 *_. 7_960E,01 -J. 99218E*0J 0.0 0.0
-2.42214E*01 -3.17185E+01 -2.t73F_E÷OI 0.0 0.0
-2.63018E*01 -3.370922.01 -2.38403E*01 0.0 0.0
-_'.44000E401 -3.410102.01 -Z.382_'IE+OI 0.0 0.0
-3.09025E*01 -3.66226E*01 -Z.41141E*OI 0.0 0.0
-3._6S581[*01 -3.53920E*01 -2.4_04|E*01 0.0 0.0
-3.33526E*01 -3.50036E*01 -_.42979E*0] 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0
O. 10000 0._0000 0.30000 0.40000 O.SO000
11 IZ 13 14
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
13 1.15000 t.590001*01 1.73776E*01 0.0 0.0 0.0
11 1.05000 2.72492E*01 1.44531E+01 0.0 0.0 0.0
11 0.95000 3.44973E*Ol 1.80193E÷01 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 0.85000 S.33360E*01 2.20351E*01 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 0.75000 0.0 6.19935E+00 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 0.65000 2.85052E*00 4.48762E+00 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 0.55000 5.920371[*00 O.7801K_E*O0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 0.45000 1.33J9_£*01 2.S0870E*01 4.843£15+0| 2.10396E*0J Q.J$SI6E*OJ
5 0.35000 1.41025E*01 2.$4960E*01 4.25131E*01 4.06060E*01 4.06155E*01
4 0.25000 6.03671E*00 1.6_95E*01 3.13839E*01 3.7_LOS4E*O| 3.73871E*01
3 O.ISO00 "lm33_41E*01 2.66574E+00 1.83560E+01 2._043[*01 2.43977E*01
2 @.05000 -$.63316E,01 -1.96733E*01 1.21338E*01 2.55423E+01 Q.SS£56E*OI
I -0.05000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
X= 0.00000 O. 90000 1.00000 1 • 10000
m • t* u u • I, u I u _ U VELOCZTY
J ¥ 2 3 4 S
16 1.25000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
13 1.15000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
12 1.05000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
11 0.95000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
10 0.85000 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O
9 0.75000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8 0.65000' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 0.55000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
& 0._$000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 0.35000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 0.25000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 0.15000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 O.OSO00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I -0.05000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Xs O. 0 O. 10000 0.20000 0.30000
0.0
1.20000
AT Z( 8)u .65000
6 7
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0,0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0,0
0. 40000 O. 50000
FigurQ 20 (cont:inued)
0.0 0.0
1.0Q796[*01 1.0659SE.0]
8.14635E*00 1.02941E*01
6.851762*00 1.23405E*01
4.86512E*00 1.05999E*01
5.86673E-01 1.87173E*00
-?.01729E+00 -1.19336[*01
-_+06S04E*01 -$.266332.01
0.0 0.0
0.60000 0.70000
-tl--II-ll-ll.-l-II -I!._1- W-W.W
8 0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0,0 0.0
0.60000 O. 70000
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J y 10 ll
14 1.2SO00 0.0 0.8
13 I.lSO00 0.0 0.0
12 1.05000 0.0 0.0
lI 0.9S000 0.0 0.0
10 0.85000 0.0 0.0
9 0.75000 0.0 0.0
8 0.65000 0.0 0.0
? 0.S5000 0.0 0.0
6 0.4S000 8.0 0.0
S 0.3S000 0,0 0.0
4 0.25000 0.0 0.0
3 0.15000 0.0 0.0
2 0.05000 0.0 0.0
! -0.05000 0.0 0.0
X: 0.80000 0.90000
12 13 14
0.0 0,0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,0
0.0 0,0 0.0
0,0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0,0 0.0
0,0 0,0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0,0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
| . 00000 1 • 10000 ! • 20000
Figure 20 (continued)
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3.6 A Sample Terminal Session
TEACH can be run from any virtual machine that has _.0 Megabytes of storage and is linked
to disk CMBI-F by typing "U57103". If a Tektronix terminal is used, the CalComp preview
package displays all plots on the screen making any CalComp plots optional. On any other
terminal, all plots, except the convergence plot, are plotted by the CalComp.
The menu that first appears will be a subset of the one shown below. Options will appear
in the menu as they become relevant. For example, the "RC" option is not relevant until
the input files have been identified (option "II") and is not displayed initially.
A second filename and filetype (U57103 ENTHALPY in this case) is not required unless tem-
peratures are being calculated.
3-D TEACH
SYSTEM MENU
II IDENTIFY THE INPUT FILES
EI EDIT THE MAIN INPUT FILE
RR READ RESTART FILE FROM PANVALET
RC RUN ON CMS
RB RUN ON BATCH
EO EDIT THE OUTPUT
PO PRINT THE OUTPUT
FO FICHE THE OUTPUT
RI RENAME THE MAIN INPUT FILE
MI PUT INPUT CARDS ON MINIDISK
PR PUT RESTART FILE OH PANVALET
DS DISPLAY STATUS OF FILES BEING USED
ST STOP
CHOOSE AN OPTION:
RC
If the option to make temporary input revisions is chosen, a dummy file is created and the
user is put into the edit mode to make modifications while the original file is left un-
disturbed.
If the option to put restart file on PANVALET is chosen, a batch job is submitted. There-
fore the file wiil not immediately be put on PANVALET. This deiay should be taken into
consideration when using this option so that files are not temporarily irretrievable.
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The menu appears on the screen whenever a new option is to be selected. Option I must be
selected first. If the same case had been run earlier and the results saved _n a restart
file, those results could be loaded back into the program by selecting option 4. In this
example option 3 was selected alloNing tile user to check his breakup before proceeding
with the analvsis.
3-D TEACH PROGRAM
>1 - Read a case From card5
3 Display geome_rg breakup
4 S_ar_ from a re_bar_ fLle
5 - Run ca3e
- S_reak-tlne pto_pSave field variables In reaIar¢ file
9 - Save field varlable_ In _he ou_pu_ flle
13 - Cat[ user mupp[led subroutine USER!
14 - CaLF user supplied subroutine USER2
99 - S_op
Choose an opElon
.3
UHAT CELL PLAHE UOULD YOU LIKE TO UIEU?
(IE. I-2, X-1.5, K-3, Y-1.2E-1, STOP)
.z - .3
DO YOU UAHT FULL 5IRE PLOTS? .HO
DO YOU UAHT OHE-TO-OHE SCALIHG OF THE AXES?
.HO
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TYPE 'C' FOR R CALCOMP COPY - ELSE HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE.C
It was
the case.
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determined that the geometry breakup is acceptable so option 5 is selected to run
3-D _EACH PROGRAM
t i - Read a case frem cards
> 2 - Displag gevmetrg breakup
4 _tart from a re_tart file
5 - Run case
G - Streak-Line plota
8 Save field variables in restar_ file
g - Save fietd variables tn _he ou_pu_ file
13 -, Calf user supplied subrouLine USER1
14 - Call user mupptied subroutine USER@
g9 - S_op
Choose an option
.S
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The convergence plot is drawn as the case proceeds showing the values of each res_duaI
source as they approach the goal (SORMAX). If after several iterations it does not look
as though the case _ill converge the iteratlon loop may be exited by hitting carriage re-
turn to put the terminal into CHS and typing "HALT". In this case computation will stop
after the next set of residual sources are plotted. In any case, after the iterations are
complete, the menu _ill reappear.
'1 _O%.Orl:._ ,_5 CflD,,#_"'lU "M |TT._af IO_
!
1It
SSSSS$
• _-:.. SSSSSS
• ,_cm
• "m Itl
• "TJ_'
,, OISP
• Ft. uI(
. I:mo_
, O[NS
• _qOq
• III4
|-0 fTCw
O_slW
ne |* ,|4
TYPE 'C' FOR A CALCOMP COPY - ELSE HIT RETURH TO COHTIHUE.
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3-D TEACH PROGRam.
1 - Read a ca_e from card_
3 - DI_pEaN geometrg breakup
4 Start from a restart file
> S - Run case
6 - Streak-t_ne ptots
8 Save fie{d variabtes in restart file
9 - Save fleLd variabte_ in the outpu_ f_te
13 - Carl user suppt_ed subroutine USERI
14 Cart user supptted subroutine USER2
9g - Stop
Choose an op_zon
.6
The streakline plot is an approximate graphic representation of what might be seen in a
water tunnel when particles in the fluid are illuminated as they pass through a fixed
plane. A plane perpendicular to any of the coordinate axes and located anywhere in the
flow field is selected by the user. One hundred massless particles are injected into the
flow field from random locations in the plane and their path is approximated using the
Runge-Kutta prediction-corrector method. The number of time steps and the time interval
of each step can be selected by the user. If not, the number of time steps defaults to
twenty and the time interval defaults to a value based on the highest velocity in the
field and diagonal length of the control volume. Care should be exercised in choosing the
number of time steps and the time interval. Too many time steps and/or too large a time
interval will have the effect of making the 'laser beam' quite thick and the streak line
plot will not be representative of the flow in a plane but rather flow in a block. One
has to be especially careful at the exit. In interpreting the streaklines it should be
kept in mind, that at best, this is a qualitative picture, quantitative information
should never be extracted from this plot.
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TYPE IN A NEW UALUE FOR A TIME STEP OR PRESS RETURN TO GET .51E-03..
TYPE IN A NEW UALUE FOR A NUMBER OF STEP5 OR PRESS RETURr4 TO GET 16..
I
;1
'1
|
d
; ,,m _ ILm
Zm.$
TYPE 'C' FOR A CALCOMP COPY - ELSE HIT RETURH TO COHTIHUE.C
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Option 9 places all field variables in the output file for printing later.
OPtion 8 is used to save all the field variables calculated by the program for restarting
at a latmr time. This allows the user to continue running a case that had not converged
yet, to plot the results in a later session, or to change the boundary conditions and
start using the restart file as initial guesses thereby saving CPU time. Option 99 takes
the user out of the 3D-TEACH program menu and returns to the system menu. In this menu
the saved output file can be edited and printed if need be by using options EO and PO re-
spectively. Sometimes the output file becomes too large to be edited inside the menu. In
that case, it can usually be edited by coming out of the menu by typing ST and typing XE
U571 OUTPUT D.
3-D TEACH PROGRAM
* i - Read a case from cards
* 3 - Dlsplag geome_rg breakup
Star_ From a restart file4
, $ - Run case
) 6 - 5_reak-tine plots
B Save fietd variables in res_ar_ file
g - Save tLeld variables in t'he out'put' file
13 - Carl user supplied subrout'Lne USER1
14 - Cat_ user supplied subroutine USER2
gg - St'op
Choose an opt'ion
.8
Result, s saved tn rest, art, tile
Choose an option
.g
Out, put, has been saved on disk
Choose an opt'Ion
.gg
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Occasionallv a user is interested in printing or plotting parameters which are not calcu-
lated by the production version of TEACH. Two dummy subroutines in the prodcution
version, called USERI and USER2, have been provided as "place holders" to give user5 ac-
cess to all the TEACH variables for calculation of special parameters. Either or both of
these subroutines can be replaced by subroutines written by the user and invoked by se-
lecting option 13 or 14 from the MAIN Menu ("Call user supplied subroutine USER1" or "call
user supplied subroutine USER2" respectively). Because individual needs may vary, no ex-
planation of how to write a user supplied subroutine will be given in the manual. The aid
of a programmer familiar with TEACH should be solicited.
3-D TEACH PROGRAM,,
I - Read a case from cards
3-D splaygeometry4 Start from a res_ar_
S - Run case
_ - Streak-llne ptot_ave field variables in restart f=le
9 - Save field variables In the output ftle
13 - Call user suppLled subroutine USER1
14 - Call user supplied _ubroutine USER2
99 - Stop
Choose an option
.11
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4.0 SAMPLE CASES
Three cases are given in this section to give the user an idea of the range of problems
that can be solved by TEACH. Much effort has been expended to make the input structured
and logical. After setting up a few cases the user should be able to set up and modify
new cases with little help from the manual. The three cases are arranged in order of com-
plexity starting with a very simple case (Laminar Flow in a Pipe, case 17) to one having
complex boundary conditions (JT9D Louver, case 23). The user should go through each case
in order before attempting to set up a case on his own. Each sample case is chosen be-
cause of its similarities to and differences from the previous case so that an
understanding of the philosophy behind the input can be gained a step at a time.
4.1 laminar Flow in a PiRe
4.1.1 Probl_m
To model laminar airflow in a .i ft diameter by 3.2 ft long pipe. The air at 15 psia and
70OF is entering the pipe with a uniform velocity profile of .1 ft/sec.
4.I.Z
This is a simple problem which can be modeled with one block. As a first pass, 20 cells
are desired in the X-direction and 8 cells in the Y-direction. Because the velocity will
be changing more rapidly in the vicinity of the inlet and more slowly downstream of the
inlet, a finer grid has to be used in the inlet region. An expansion factor of 1.1 will
provide this adequately (card 3A). As the boundary layer builds up with increasing dis-
tance from the inlet, some high velocity gradients will be present near the wall,
requiring a fine breakup near the pipe wall. An expansion factor of .9 in the Y-direction
will give the extra resolution needed near the wall (card 3B). There are no variations in
properties in the Z-d_rection so making the section of the pipe being modeled three radi-
ans thick is arbitrary. One block has five boundary condition card pairs so five boundary
condition card pairs (cards 5A and 5B) are needed. The first card pair describes the ve-
locity, temperature, pressure, and the coefficient of turbulent kinetic energy for the
inlet. The second card pair makes the east wall of the block an outlet in which fluid
properties must be calculated by the program. The next card pair places a wall having a
temperature of 70°F at the north boundary, the fourth pair makes the south boundary an ax-
is of symmetry, and the last pair makes the front and back walls periodic.
The case indicator card (card 6) is set up to treat the problem as a body of revolution.
All the field variables will be initialized to the value of cell (1,4,2) in the inlet and
cell (20,G,4) will be monitored in the output. None of the other variables on the card
require values for the case. Case indicator card 7 states that the flow is laminar, den-
sity is constant, the viscosity to be used is input, all input and output units are Eng-
lish, and temperature is constant. The card also sets a maximum residual source of .005
and maximum iterations to 100.
The fluid properties card (card 8) gives some of the constants required by the program.
The calculation switches card (card 9) has turned on U-velocity, V-velocity, N-velocity,
and pressure calculations. All the other cards in the input are left blank allowing the
default values to be set by the program.
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CARD INPUT:
EXAHPLE 4.1 LAMINAR FLOW IN A PIPE
1 1 t 1 5 10 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.2000 20 1.10
0.0500 8 0.90
3.0000 3 1.00
l l l I _ _ 5 5 5
1 50P 0.10 0.0 0.0 15.00 70.00
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 UOP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 5NL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 5YH 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 PER 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 1 4 2 20 6 Z O. O.
T 0 T 0 2 500 0.0050 -30 0 0
0.0050 .IllOE-04 .8050E-01 29.00 0.700 0.0
T T T T F F F F F F F
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
F F F
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 0
0.01
0.0
0.0
0o0
0.0
0.
0.0
0.0
0.0
00.0
_8000.
00.0
O.
00.0
O.
00.0
0
00.0
O.
O.
0.0
0.0
0.0
o
1
2
3A
3B
3C
5A
5B
5A
5B
5A
5B
5A
5B
5A
5B
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13A
13B
13C
130
13E
FIgure 21
Input for Laminar Flom in a Pipe
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4.z.3
Figures 21 and 22 show the card input before and after the program has added the defaults,
respectively. Figure 23 shows the geometry plot. This case has an exact solution which
TEACH can approach, with a sufficiently fine breakup, to a point which could, for all in-
tents and purposes, be considered exact. In this case, even a coarse grid gives very good
results. The exact solution is a parabolic velocity field having a velocity of 0.0 at the
walls and a velocity of twice the average on the centerline (Figure 2_).
INPUT WITH DEFAULTS:
EXAMPLE 4.1 LAHINAR FLOW IN A PIPE
1 1 1 1
3.2000 20 1.10
0.0500 8 0.90
3.0000 3 1.00
I I 1 I 2 4
I SOP 0.I0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
2 UOP O. 0 O. 0
0.0 0.0 0.0
3 5NL 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
4 5YM O. 0 O. 0
0.0 0.0 0.0
5 PER o.o 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
2 1 4 2 ZO 6
T 0 T 1000 Z 500
5 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0
0.0050 .1110E-04 .8050E-01
T T T T F F
3 5 5
0.0 15.00 70.00
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
2 100. 100.
0.0050 -30 0 0
29,00 0.700 1._000
F F F F F
0.5000.5000.5001.0000.7000.7001.0000.7000.3000.7000.8001.000
3 3 3 5 3 3 3 3 I0
0.0900 1.0000 1.4400 1.9200 0.4187 9.7930
F F F F
2.01600 32.00000 44.00999 18.01601
1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.90000 0.90000 0.90000 0.90000
I 2 3 4 7.9370
0.01 0 1.00
_BO00.
0.0 0 1.00
O.
0.0 0 1.00
O.
0.0 0 0.0
O.
0.0 0 1.00
O.
1, 1000000.
-1.00000 0.0
0.0 0.25000
1.0000 0.9000
1
1.0000 4.0000 2.0000
1
Z
3A
38
3C
4
5A
58
5A
55
5A
5B
5A
5B
5A
5B
6
7
8
9
10
ll
12
13A
138
13C
130
13E
14
FIGURE 22
Input with Defaults for Laminar Flow in a Pipe
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FIGURE 23
Grid Breakup for Laminar Flow in a Pipe
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++_+_++_+++"P, GE |C
OF POOR QUALF{
e-m-m-m-w-m.m.=.=.a-w- U VELOCITY AT Z! ]1)= 1.S000 -+l-.,_-m-II,-m.l,--m-m.w.m-m
J Y Z 3 4 S 6 7 8 9
10 0.0S199 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 O. 0_0801 1.00000E-01 2. 78490[*02 1. 92902tr-OZ 1. 749761[*0Z 1.67397E-02 l. 63474E-02 1.61328E-02 1.60|50E-02
8 0.04359 X.O0000E+O! 6.77924E-0_' S.68768E-02 5.=..4394E-02 S.0462_,E-02 _,.94334E-OZ 4.88696P-02 6,,.05601E-02
7 0.03860 1,000OnE-Q1 0.95799E-02 9.074;)78E-02 8.5%121[-02 0.3_61E-02 0.2LXX6E-02 S.13586tr-02 8.09430E-02
6 0.03322 I.O0000E-01 t. 19471E-01 1. 18696E-01 1.16157E-01 I. ]6]_.8E-0| 1. |32'xSE-Ol l. I<?.589E-01 1. 12223E-01
5 0.02716 |. 00000E*01 1.31826[-01 1.39S13E-01 l.q,117]E-Ol 1.41405E-01 1.4132_*E-01 1.412161[-01 1.41 l_*lE-Ol
0.0_0¢b2 |. 00000E-O! ]. ]8823E-01 X.S3521E-Ol 1.5988ZE-0! L.63017E-01 1.6_97E-01 L.oS599E-O| |. 66095E-OL
3 O.OI_q4 ! .00000E-0| 1._2]0SE-01 1.618Z1E-OI ! .72109E-0! ! .781S6E-01 |.6177q_-01 I ._3921E-01 1.85161E-0|
Z 0.00_62 1. O0000E-O| 1.43669E-01 1.6S664E-0| I. 78213E-01 1.86160E-01 1.91173E-0| l. <_258E-0| l. 96091E-01
I -0. 0046Z 1.00000E-OI | .43669E-01 1.6566,bE-01 I. 78234E-01 1,86160E-01 1.91173E-01 I. 94;_SaE-O 1 1. 960qlE-OI
X= 0.0 0.05S87 0.11733 0. 18493 0. 25930 0.34110 0.45108 0.53006
J Y IO 11 12 13 tc* IS 10 17
I0 0,05199 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 0.04801 !.59520E*02 1.59200E-OZ 1.59048E-OZ 1.S,89851[-01_ i.58966[-0t 1.S89591[-0_ i.$89S81[-0P l..q8951E-02
8 0.04359 4.039_,8[-02 4.83109E-OZ 4.82716E-OZ 4.825581E-OZ 4.e;_510E-OZ 4..82507E-02 4.025091[-0 :_ 4.0:'492E-02
7 0.0_,868 8.07210E-02 8.060qlF-O;_ 8.05575[-02 8.O537qE-OZ 8.O5334E-OZ 8.O5345E-gZ 8.053S91[-0Z 6.OS340E-O;_
6 0.033Z2 1.12027E-01 1.11931E-01 |.1|889E-01 1.11876E-01 1.11876E-0| I.l1881E-OI 1.118851[-01 1.11883E-0!
5 0.02716 1.4,1 lOZE-Ol I .,_1089E-01 1.4,1090E-01 I.,41 lOOE-Ol 1._1113E-01 1.41125E-01 1._,1133E-01 1.41134E-01
4 0.OPO_,_' 1.66];71E-01 1.665=..5E-01 1.666,1_,[-01 1.66660E-01 I,.66703E-01 1.667_'6Eo01 1.66740|-01 i.66743E-01
] 0.01_*'_ 1.85859E-01 I.S&_'43E-OI 1.8_451E-01 1.86564E-01 1.866:'8E-01 1.86665E-01 1.86686E-01 1.86693E*01
;_ 0. 0046;_ 1.97137E-01 1.97714E-01 1. 98023E-01 1.98|86[-01 I. 98274E-01 1.983231[-01 1.9B]_t[-01 1. 98359[-01
l -0.00"062 1.971171[-01 1. 97714E-0! I. 9_023[-01 1. 98187E-01 I. 90275[-01 1.983:%E-01 1. 983501[-01 I. 98359E-0|
X= 0.63894 0.75870 O. 89044 1. 03536 1.19476 I. 37011 1.56299 1. 77516
J Y 18 19 20 :_1 22
lO 0.05199 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9 0.0_01 1.58931E-02 1.58895E-0= 1.58841E-02 1.58760[-0Z 1.58256E-OL*
8 0.0_359 4.8:'439E-OZ 4.82339E-OZ 4,.S218ZE-OZ 4.81966[-02 4.8|456E-02
7 0.03860 8.05262E-OZ 8.05107E-OZ 8.04G50E-02 8.04500E-OZ O.03998E*OZ
6 O. 033=.Z I. 1107_E-01 !. 11054E-0| I. 118211r-01 I. 1177_E-01 i. ! 1723E-01
5 0.02716 1.4.11=.4E-01 1 ._ilOOE-OI 1,41061E-01 1.6,1004E-01 1.4095ZE-01
4 0,0204_ 1.66734,E-01 |.66708E-01 !.66663E-01 1.66599[-0| 1.665_71[-01
3 0.01='94, 1.86684E-01 1.86657E-01 1.86609E-01 !.86539[-01 1.864871[-01
Z 0,0046,?. 1.90351E-01 1.9832_E-OI I.q827+*E-Ol i,90201E-01 1.98149E-01
i *0.0046_ l.e]S=.E-Ol 1.90324[-01 1.982751r-O! 1.90Z02[-01 1.96149E-01
X= Z. 00855 2. 265:'0 Z. S,r,767 Z.SS_31 3.20001
FIGURE 24
Axial Velocity Field for Laminar Pipe Flow
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4.2 Turbulent Flow in a Channel
4.2.1 Problem
To model turbulent flow in a .05 ft wide by 4. ft long channel. The air at 15 psia and
70°F is entering the channel with a uniform velocity profile of 93. ft/sec and an energy
dissipation of 48261 ft=/sec =. The air at the inlet has a Re = 67446, which means that
the flow is turbulent.
4.2.2
The block breakup is the same as the previous sample case with the exception that a finer
grid (25X16) is being used and there is no axis of symmetry, so the boundary condition de-
scription cards for that are eliminated. The north and south wall use the same boundary
condition description card pair (cards 5A and 5B). The case indicator cards have been
changed to indicate turbulent flow, with viscosity calculated every iteration. The maxi-
mum number of iterations allowed has been increased to 2DO because of the finer breakup
being used. The fluid properties (card 8) are the same as the previous case, so no change
is made to this card. The calculation switches card (card 9) has been changed to turn on
the calculation of kinetic energy and energy dissipation. The rest of the input is left
blank allowing default values to be set by the program.
Figures 25 and 26 show the input without and then with defaults.
4.2.3
Figure 27 shows the geometry breakup. All goemetry breakup plots show the boundaries of
the scalar cells which are bounded on the WeSt and east by u-velocity gridline5 and on the
south and north by v-velocity gridlines. Figures 28 and 29 show the U-velocity and pres-
sure fields respectively (only the values near the inIQt and exit are reproduced here).
Hote that the maximum velocity (i03 ft/sec) is only I0_ higher than the the average veloc-
ity (93 ft/sec) when the flow is turbulent.
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CARD INPUT:
EXAHPLE 4.2 TURBULENT FLON IN A HALF PLANE CHANNEL 2-O
1 2
4.0000
0.0250
0.0500
3.0000
I 1
I 2
1 SOP
0.0
2 UOP
0.0
3 SWL
0.0
6 PER
0.0
X 1
F 0
l 2 4 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0
25 1.10
8 1.10
8 0.9!
3 1.00
I I 2 3 0 6 6
I l 2 0 3 6 6
93.00 0.0 0,0 15.00 70.00 0.01 0 0.0
O. 0 0.0 0.0 48261.
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 O.
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 O.
0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 O,
4 2 25 8 20 O. O. O. O.
F 0 2 200 0.0050 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
29.00 0.700 0.0 0.0 0.0
F F F F F
0.0050 .IllOE-04 .8050E-01
T T T T T T
0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
F
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
F F F
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0
1
2
3A
38
38
3C
4
4
5A
5B
5A
58
5A
5B
5A
58
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13A
138
13C
13D
13E
FIGURE 25
Input for Turbulent Flow in a Channel
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INPUT WITH DEFAULTS:
EXAHPLE 4.2 TURBULENT FLON IN A HALF PLANE CHANNEL 2-D
1 2
4.0000
0.0250
0.0500
3.0000
1 1
1 2
1 S0P
0.0
2 UOP
0.0
3 5NL
0.0
6 PER
0.0
I 1
F 0
1 2 4 10
25 1.10
8 1.I0
8 0.91
3 1.00
1 1 2 3
I 1 2 0
93 00 0.0
00 0.0
00 0.0
O0 0.0
O0 0.0
O0 0.0
O0 0.0
O0 0.0
4 Z 25 8
F 1000 2; 200
0.0050 .1110E-0_, .8050E-01
T T T T T T
0.0 0.0 0.0
0 6 6
3 6 6
0.0 15.00 70.00
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
20 100. 100.
0.0050 0 0 0
29.00 0.700 1.44000
F F F F F
0.5000.5000.5001.0000.7000.7001.0000.7000.3000.7000.8001.000
3 3 3 5 3 3 3 3 10
0.0900 1.0000 1.4400 1.9200 0.4187 9.7930
F F F F
2.01600 32.00000 44.00999 18.01601
l.O0000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000
0.90000 0.90000 0.90000 0.90000
1 2 3 4 7.9370
0 0
0.01 0 1.00
48261.
0.0 0 1.00
O.
0.0 0 1.00
O.
0.0 0 1.00
O.
1. 1000000.
-1.00000 0.0
0.0 0.25000
1.0000 0.9000
1
1.0000 4.0000 2.0000
1
2
3A
3B
3B
3C
4
5A
5B
5A
5B
5A
5B
5A
5B
6
7
8
9
10
11
13A
13B
13C
13D
13E
14
FIGURE 26
Input with Defaults for Turbulent Flow in a Channel
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FIGURE 27
Grid Breakup for Turbulent Flow in a Channel
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•_.....-............ .- ov1[lo ,, ,, +, ,,=,.,000 -.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.
J Y z 3 4 5 6 7 8 g
18 0.0510o. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
17 0.04896 9.300001001 8,766361*01 8,296611001 7.893351[001 7.55771E+01 7.29136100! 7.090491[001 6.944311[+01
16 0.0_667 9.30000E+01 9. 253581001 9.151801*01 9.018071[001 0. B62501001 0.695351001 8.52922E*01 8.376591[001
15 0.04_15 9.300001001 9.3410;_E*01 9.357471*01 9.35_541*01 9.331411[001 9.286051001 9.217791[,01 9.13042F*01
14 0.04138 9.30000E+01 9.361491*01 9.414261001 9._58:'91001 9.49Z061[+01 9.513531[001 9.520:'01[001 9.509891[+01
13 0.0]833 9.30000E+01 9.366651[001 9.432971[001 9.496371[+01 9.555071[001 9.607611[001 9.652571[001 9.668441001
12 0.03408 9.30000E+01 9.367281[001 9.438861[001 9.5108_E*01 9.581511[001 9.640501[001 9.713951[*01 9.774|01[*01
I1 0.03129 9.30000E*01 9.3667311401 9.440151[,01 0.515821[,01 9.592031[001 _).66774E+01 9.742261[.01 9.815191[001
10 0.02723 9.30000E+01 9.366211[,01 9.44016E*01 q.517091[+01 9.595471[,01 9.67440E*01 9.753341[,01 9.832041[001
9 0.02277 9.300001[001 9.366211[,01 q.440161[+01 9.51709E+0| 9.595471[+0l 9.67_11[+01 9.753341[001 9.83204E*01
8, 0.01871 9,300001[+01 9.366731[001 9.440161[÷01 9.515821[.01 9.59:_031[001 9.667741[.01 9.742261[001 9.815191[001
7 0.0150:' 9.300001[.01 9.367281[,01 9.438861[001 9.510891[.01 9.581511[001 9.649301[+01 9.713951[001 9.774101[,01
6 0.01167 9.300001[.01 0.366651[+01 9.432971[+01 9.496371[001 9.555071['01 9.607611[001 9.63;_37[+01 0.688441[001
S 0.00862 9.30000E*01 9.36149[,01 0.414261[001 9.458291[,01 9.492061[,01 9.S133;.PE*01 9.520201[,01 9.509891[,01
4 0.00585 9.30000E*01 9.3410ZE*01 q.357471[+01 q.354531[+01 9.331411[,01 9.:._86051[+01 9.21778E*01 0.130401[,0!
3 0.00333 9.300001[.01 9.253571[.01 9.13179E*01 9.018031[+01 8.862481[,01 8.695341[001 8.529201[001 8.376371001
:. 0.00104 9.300001[.01 8.766141[001 8.:'_391[+01 7.893321[,01 7.557681[001 7.291351[,01 7.090481[001 6.9_11291[.*01
1 -0.00104 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
X= O. 0 0. 04067 0. 08541 0.13463 O. 18876 O. 24831 8 • 31361 O. 38387
J Y 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 0.05104 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
17 0.04896 6.8_888E+01 6.761051[+01 6.70513E+01 6.663481[+01 6.634171[001 6.6154_11401 6.603891[+01 6.6040:_E+01
16 0.04667 8.24576E*01 8.139181[+01 8.055421[,01 7.99164E+01 7._5021[+01 7.91315E*01 7.893911[,01 7.885301[,01
15 0.04415 9.03_8C)E+01 8.93619E*0! 8.84904E+01 8.776101[001 8.718781[+01 8.67662E001 8.648371[,01 8.632311[001
14 0.04138 9._8196E+01 9.438731[.01 9.385561[.01 9.330671[001 9.279681[001 9.237211001 9.203281[001 9.1841711901
13 0.03833 9.713_3E+01 9.7258911401 9.7:';961001 9.711051001 9.69019E+01 9.66513E401 9.6414811401 9.622581[,01
12 0.0]498 9.829051[.01 9.87750E*01 9.91765E+01 9.90762E*01 9.966261[001 9.974111[001 9.973621[+01 9._8351[*01
il 0.03129 9.88613E401 9.954351[*01 1.001561[+01 1.00772E+0Z 1.012781[*02 1.016821[+02 1.01_911402 1.021381[*01
I0 0.02723 0.91031[401 9.987651[,01 1.006311[*0;_ 1.013531[*0Z 1.020;._11[+01[ 1.02608E+OZ 1.03085[+0Z 1.036.271[+0Z
9 0.02277 9.91031E*01 9.987641[,01 1.006311[*01[ 1.013331[*0Z 1.020211[+0_ 1.026081[*02 1.0308511401[ 1.034271[+01
8 0.01871 9.88614[*01 9.954351[*01 1.00186E*0;_ 1.00772E*0Z i.011781[00f_ 1.016821[+02 l.Ol_SE*OZ 1.01137E*0;_
7 0.01501 9.829051[.01 9.87751E*01 9.917651[,01 9.9476ZE+0! 9.966;._61[001 9.97410E001 9.97336[+01 9._818E*01
6 0.01167 9.71344E*01 9.7258911401 9.72495E+01 9.711841[+01 0.6901811401 9.665101[001 9.6414011401 0.61239E*0|
5 0.00862 9.481951[,01 9.438721[*01 9.385851[,01 9.330661[001 9.27966E401 9.237171[,01 9.2051911401 9.183971[,01
4 0.00585 9.03287E+01 8.936171[.01 8.849021[001 8.776081[001 8.718731[+01 8.676381[*01 8.6482811401 8.632101r*01
3 0.00333 8.245741[.01 8.139161[*01 8.033401[*01 7.99162[001 7._5001[+01 7.913111[001 7.893831[,01 7.MSlZE+OI
Z 0.00104 6.838861[*01 6.761931[+01 6.70512E+01 6.66_461[+01 6.634151[001 6.615421[+01 6.6038111[+01 6.603881[*01
I -0.00104 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
X: 0.46513 0.55231 O. 6482P 0.75371 0.86975 0.99740 1.13781 i .29227
J ¥ 18 19 ZO 21 22 13 24 25
18 0.0310_ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0
17 0.0_506 6.608171[,01 6.61635E,01 4.624301[001 6.63.r_31[+01 6.643_81[+01 6.66T781[*01 6.64_)33[*01 6.648701[,01
14 0.04667 7.885161[001 7.891031[*01 7.900281[*0| 7.910181[*01 7.918571[.01 7._)2418E*0| 7.92666E001 7.026561[.01
15 0.04415 8.62632[401 8.62794[,01 8.6_411[*01 8.642841[,01 8.65083E*01 8.636761[*01 8.659911[*01 8.640531[,01
14 0.04138 9.172941[,01 9.149761[.01 9.172251[,01 9.177781[001 9.18402E*01 9.1892_1[*01 0.192451[001 9.193571[+01
13 0.0_833 9.60993E401 9.60339tr+01 9.601781[001 9.60338[,01 9.606451[.01 9.609581[,01 9.6118311401 9.612851[,01
IZ 0.03498 9.%159E401 9.9556.51[,01 9.950871[.01 9.947%1[*01 0.946461[*01 9.945911[*01 9.94MZE*OI 9.945801[,01
11 0.03129 1.02206EtOZ 1.0:'199[*0Z 1.0214_1[*0_ l.O;_07SE*O 5) 1.0200611401[ 1.019521[*02 I.OII6E+OZ 1.01897E401
10 0.02723 1.03_221[+02 i.036811[001[ 1.03_40[+0Z 1.03544E*OZ 1.034351[*0_ 1.033_ZE*OZ 1.03277E*OZ 1.03Z411[+OZ
9 0.02277 1.036211002 1.036791[001[ 1.036361[*01 1.03538100;_ 1.034271[,02 1.033331[*0L _ 1.03;._681[+01 i.03:_321[*0;_
8 0.01871 1.01Z031[*02 1.021931[*01 1.021361*02 1.020601[+01 1.019861[*0_ 1.019291[001[ 1.018931001 1.018761[,02
7 0.01502 q.961191[+01 9.95468E*01 9.9_452E*01 9.945951[.01 9.96.3821[001 q.94_ME+OI q.94;_761[*01 q.94303E*01
6 0.01167 9.609_8E+01 9.60254E*01 9.60032E*0| 9.60122E.01 9.603641[001 9.606381[.01 9.608641[001 9.609991[001
5 0.00861 9.17;_4C)E+01 9.168901*01 9.170821*01 _.17_691[+01 9.181331[.01 9.186181[001 9.189431[001 9.190901[001
4 0.00585 8.625_01[+01 8.62716E*01 8.63310E*01 8.64095E*0| 8.6484_1[*01 8.654041001 8.65724E*01 8.658161[.01
3 0+00333 7.88470E*01 7.890371[001 7.894171['*0| 7.90857E*01 7.916321[.01 7.92186E*01 7.924371[.01 7.924531[001
Z 0.00104 6.60789E*01 6.615831[.01 6.62545E*Ot 6.63461[.01 6.64170E*01 6.645991[.01 6.64756E+01 6.64710E401
I -o.oolo4 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.0 o.o
X= 1.46217 1.64906 1.85463 1[. 08077 _. 3204;_ 2.603 ! 4 _. 906 L3 3.235_P
J ¥ Z6 17
18 0.05104 0.0 0.0
17 0.04896 6.640451["01 6.643411[*01
16 0.04667 7.9_4641[*01 7.9_'397E*01
15 0.04415 8. 659341*01 8.659101*01
14 0.04138 9.19316E'*01 9.193291[.01
13 0.03833 9.612%1[*01 9.613281*01
IZ 0.03498 9.94586E.*01 9.q_18E+01
11 O.031Zq 1.018911.*02 1.018931[+01
]0 0.027:13 1.03228E*OZ 1.032291*01
9 0.0:2277 1.032211*02 1.03221['*01
8 0.01871 1.018741[*0 :_ i .OL875E'*O='
7 0.0150;[ 9.9_3691001 _. 943831*01
6 0.01167 9.610641[',01 9.61091E*01
5 0.00861 9.1_11001[*01 9.191091[,01
4 O.OOSSY 8.657431[.01 8.657151[.01
3 0.00333 7.922091[001 7.9Z;_281[+0 I
2 0.00104 6.64514[+01 6.64406[',01
I *0.00104 0.0 0.0
x= 3.5o_1 4.oooo3 FIGURE 28
Axial Veloci_cy Field for Turbulent Channel Flo_
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. . ° . . ......
• • • ,, • • • • • STATZC PI_ES-_t.tltI[ |g_INqatl i+T +_! ]1:L,SO00 • • • *1 • • • • • • •
.o. ......... .
j y l t } 4 S 6 7 8
;_x 0,¢$IC<t, 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
I_ O.O:,S':/_ L.5000[l[*Ol |.498171[*01 1.4+,806[*01 ! .4,+741,4t,01 ! .4'+783[*0| 1.4<17701[*01 1.49753E*01 .497431[,,010.++¢6:' 1.50¢_1[*01 |.498Z3[*01 1.4¢81Z[*01 1.49801[*01 1.49?8"+[*0! !.49775E*Ot 1.4+76L[*01 ._,97_6[*01
t5 ._.¢+4:S l.SO0+l[*Ol 1.498Z3[*01 1.4qSIZ[+OI 1.493011101 1.4q78+E*Oi 1.4q777[*Ot | .+,'1763[*0t ._+gTk+E*OI
1_. 0.,_;138 I .SO¢O|E*O[ I +4gSZZ[*OI 1.4981Z1[*01 |.4980t[*05 | .¢*q78ql[*O| | ,+9777[*01 I, ,49761E*01 . c.97¢*_;[ *0 !
! _ 0.03_33 1,50001[+0_ 1.49622[*0! t._*+Sl:E*Oi ! ,4q801[*0| t ,4978qE*Ot I,c*o?77E*OI | .¢,9763.¢.01 .497501[*01
!=" =, O.',_eS 1.5+OOl[*O| t.4S_322[oGZ | ._,+StZE*O| t.4qSO tE*Ot _,,497&_[*01 1. 497771[*01 I.<,9763['01 .+9;S¢[*01
t I 0 • : _,?,,_9 t .SO00 |E*Ot $ .4qSZtE*Ot t .4claire *0 t t ,4q801 [*01 [ .4978gE * 01 [ .49776E*0 i 1.49763[*01 | .447S0[+ O|
"3 3.:=7.'3 x.S+OOt£+O| t.49_P.t[*Ot |.49a|ZE*Ot 1.4980|[*0! I .+,976<;E*01 |.49776E*01 |.4<;76-+[*01 1.49750E*01
'_ C.0=:77 I ,SOOOtE*O| 1.496:'11r*0| |.4qSIP.l[*,O| 1.49801[*01 l .+,,97891-r*01 1.4+777+4[*0! |- c*076+-'II[*01 1.t'9750[+0|
3 ,_ 1871 1.$000 |[*OI 1.49SZ 1[*01 1.4981ZE*0| I o44801[*0! I ._9?_1[ * O! 1.1.97"/6[ *01 | ._.9763E+0| | ._,975=[ +8|
.I" O.OISOZ 1.50OOlt*OI !.496ZZ[*01 1.4981ZE*01 | .44;801E *0| 1.4_78<)E *01 1.4_777E+01 t .4+1765E'131 [.49TSOE*OI
0.¢1t67 [.SCOOI[*OI !.498ZZ[*01 1.4981_[*01 1,4980tE*01 1.+*_)789E*0| |.49777[*0t [.4<)765(+01 1.+,9750[*01
S O.¢O+'bus I.SO00l[+Ol Z.495t;[[*O! l.k98t=[*Ol 1.4+80|f.*0| 1.4,975<;I_*0t |.k9777E*Ol 1.49763[*01 1.497491[.01
+ O.OO.r,*5 I.SO00|t*Ol 1.4+6t3[,0| 1.4qslt[+OI 1.4450|[+0t &.4q741E*O| I.t*q777[*SI i._',97&3[*01 1.4q74";[*01
3 0.00333 t.SO00t[*01 t._qsz3[*O$ t.4q6tt[*Ol 1,4+_01[*01 t.4qP88E*Ol 1.49775[,01 1.49761[*01 1.4qT_6E*ol
: +.0_¢+ _.S+O_|E+St _.4+817[*_t 1.4+806E*01 1.49794E*01 1.49785tr*01 [.4+770[*0[ |.497S7E*01 1.49743[*0_
; -_.=ot'_, 0.0 0.0 8.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
<, -0.01937 0.01+$7' 0.061+8 0.10885 O. 16040 O.ZITIZ 0.27950 (}.+4e|_P
Z7j y 25 26
18 0.0510; 0.0 0.0 0.0
17 0.04896 1._9255E+0| 1.49195[+01 0.0
16 0.0_667 t.49Z56E+O! 1.49196E+01 0.0
15 0.0_15 t._9Z57E÷01 |.49197E+01 0.0
1_ 0.0;138 1.49Z58E+Oi 1.49198E+01 0.0
13 0.03833 1._9_59E+01 1.49199E+01 0.0
1_ 0.03_98 I._9260E+01 1._9200E+01 0.0
I1 0.03129 1._9261E+01 I._?201E+OI 0.0
10 0.02723 1._9262E+01 1._9202E+01 0.0
9 0.02277 1._9262E+01 I._9202E+01 0.0
8 0.01871 1._9261E+01 1._9201E÷01 0.0
7 O.OI50Z 1.49260E+01 1._9200E+01 0.0
6 0.01167 1.4925gE+01 1.49199E+01 0.0
S 0.0086_ 1.49_SBE+OI 1._9198E+01 0.0
0.00585 I._?ZS7E+O[ I._9197E+01 0.0
3 0.00333 I._9_56E+01 1._9196E+0| 0.0
O.OOlO_ 1._9_55E+01 1.49195E+01 0.0
1 -0.0010_ 0.0 0.0 0.0
X: 3.40864 3.79018 4._0987
FIGURE 29
Pressure Field for Turbulent Channel Flom
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.3 John Moore's Rototinq Duct
.3.1 Problem
he case is a model of the experiment conducted by John Moore (Ref. 5). In this exper-
ment, a duct 72" x 3" x .75" was rotated at 175 RPM about an axis passing through the
_nter parallel to the 3" axis. A blower was used to flow the air through the duct. See
igure 30.
i.
FIGURE 30
John Moore's Rotating Duct
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4.3.2 Input
Figure 31 gives the cell breakup in the plane perpendicular to the flow. In order to ac-
curately calculate the boundary layers, a finer breakup was used near the south and north
_alis (y=-.03125 ft and y=.03125 ft). Uniform breakups were used in the X and Z di-
rections. Cross-sections of other directions are not shown because of the high aspect ra-
tio of the length to height and length to width. Figure 32 shows the input for this case.
I
o,.
0
0
o
0
°
0
h 0°
wO
0
0
0
0
S
0
0
?
0
:'-o.o4
23456 7 8 9
IIIIi I I I
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_m_
-b.o2
-() .01 O'.Ot 0'.02 0'.04 0'.06
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0'. 0"/ 0'.09 0'. l I 0'. 12
FIGURE 31
Crose Section of John Moore'_ Rotating Duct
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CARD INPUT-
3-O TEACH EXPERIHENTAL DUCT(J.HOORE) / AR = 4. / BELOW PI.ANE OF SYHHETRY
2 2
0.0
3.0000
0.0
0.0312
0. 1250
1 1
2 1
1 2
2 2
1 5t,lL
0.0
5 SYM
0.0
13 UOP
0.0
16 SOP
0.0
1 1
F 0
.0
10 -3.00000 -0.03125 0.0 0 1
0.0050 .1200E-04 .7700E-01
OT -IT -IT -IT -IT -IT
I 4 4
6 1.00
6 1.00
I1 1.15
7 0,83
6 1.00
1 16 0 1 0 I 5
1 0 13 1 0 1 5
1 16 0 0 1 I 5
[ 0 13 0 1 1 5
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 167.00 0.01
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
55.00 0.0 0.0 14.70 60.00 0.01
0.0 0.0 0.0
2 2 0 0 0 tO0. I00. 1.
F 0 2 800 0.0200 -10 0 0 0.0
,0 18.21
29.00 0.700 1.00000 0.0
OF OF OF OF OF
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
F F F F
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
00.0
O.
0o.o
O.
00.0
O.
00.0
453.
1000000.
0,10
0.24000
0.0
0
1
2
3A
3A
3B
3B
3C
4
4
4
4
5A
5B
5A
5B
5A
5B
5A
5B
6
7
7C
8
9
10
11
12
13A
13B
13C
13D
13E
FIGURE 32
Input File for John Moore's Experiment
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3.3
gure 33 shot, s the axial velocities in the duct at the plane of symmetry. The number5 in
column represent tile velocities as they vary from tile south wall to the north wall. Be-
muse of Coriollis forces acting on the gas. The velocity i5 peaking off center as can be
_en by locating the highest velocity at each axial station.
:0 0.03238 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
19 0.0]012 5.50000_*01 _.32019[÷0| 4.131952,01 _.11653[301 _.11568E÷01 4.11620E+01 4.11tS÷[+Ol 4.11089[+0|
18 O.OZ7_O 5.50000_÷01 5.17081E÷01 _.97293[÷01 _.91673[÷01 ;.90_35E÷01 4.90056E301 4.89620E÷01 4.89042[+01
[7 0.02412 S.SO000[+O! S.SZ96SE÷O! S.4Z788E÷OI 5.36673[÷01 S.3463S[*01 S.33810E+QI S.33106t÷OI S.32346[*01
Ib 0.020J7 S.50000[*O] S+68]÷BE+OJ 5.70555/÷01 $.6828_E÷01 g.6663_[*0I 5.6562J[÷01 5.64710[÷01 S.6370l[*01
15 0.01542 S.5OOOOE*Ol 5.75324E÷Ol 5.86898E÷0! 5.907i1[*01 S.I26S[÷01 S.90802[+01 S.SgRS_ZE÷OI S.090|4[÷0|
14 0.00%8 5.50000E+01 S.78_SSE+Oi S.S838E÷O| 6.05106E+01 6.0_127E*01 6.|0263[÷01 &.10089[+01 6.09450E÷01
13 0.00278 5.50000E*0| 5.80447E÷0| $.99751[÷01 6.12158[÷OI 6.19[54[÷01 6.22444[÷01 6.23672[*01 6.23967[÷01
|2 -0.00278 5.SO000E÷OI S.80341[÷01 S.99758[*01 6.12S63E*OJ 6.20367E÷01 6.24760E÷01 6.27|42E+01 6.284741E*01
11 -0.0076t $.SO000E+O| 5.79317E÷0l 5.9757|[+01 6.092Z7[*01 6.16S13E÷01 6._lZ23E÷OI 6.244_4[+0| 6.26762E+01
10 -0.01181 5.50000E+01 5.77452[,01 5.93351[÷01 6.02629[÷01 6.08589E÷01 6.|3157[*01 6.1693S[+0| 6.20074[*01
9 -0.01546 5.50000[+01 5.74610[÷01 5.86807[÷01 5.92803[÷01 5.97202[÷01 6.01499[÷01 6.0S_28[÷0| 6.09329E÷01
8 -0.01863 $.SO000E÷o! 5.70457[÷0| 5.77391[÷01 5.79766E+01 S.82881E*O| S.6698?E*Oi 5.91302[÷01 S.S340E÷Ol
7 -0.02140 S.SO000[÷O! 5.64373[*01 S.64383[÷0| 5.635_SE÷01 S.659|2[÷01 5.69951[÷01 S.74366[÷0| S.78S_4[÷@|
6 -0.02380 5.SO000E*O| 5.55199[*01 5.46937[÷01 S.43987E÷O| 5.46133[÷01 S.SO|90[÷OI S.SS_24[÷OI S.S8812E÷01
5 -0.02589 5.S0000[÷01 5._0665[*01 5.23976E÷01 5.20399[÷01 5.22698[+0l 5._6783E,01 5.31158[÷01 S.35255[301
-0.02770 5.50000E÷0] 5.159_*6E÷01 4.936_8E+0| 4.g0822[÷0| 4.93419E,0| 4.97471[+01 5.01692E÷01 S.05604[+01
-0.02928 5.S0000[÷01 4.70677E÷01 4.Si052E÷01 4._9705[÷0! 4.S2460(÷01 4.S63S9[÷0| 4.60_9|[÷01 4.63898[,01
2 -0.03065 S.SO000E÷01 3.03904E*01 3.7S139E+O| 3.75125E÷01 3.77687E+0| 3.810|4E÷01 3.8433|E÷01 3.87344[30|
| -0,03185 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0
X: -3.00000 -_.$000_ -_+00000 -]._0000 -].00000 -0._0000 0+0 0.$0000
J y to tl it 13 14
ZO 0,03_38 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0
1+ O.O$OIZ 4.10718[÷01 4,10515[+01 4,IOS_IZ[+II 4.108K[*01 4.1181_E÷01
)8 0.02740 +.88502E*01 4.88173E*01 +.M2|71[*01 ++M_[*OI 4.39581|÷01
17 0,02412 5.31678[+01 5.31287[÷01 5.31273[÷01 S.31626[+01 S.326SgE÷Ol
16 0.02017 5.63011[÷01 5,62547[÷0t S.6249_[+01 5.62850[÷01 S.638_4[*01
IS O.OI5_Z 5.881971401 S.87709[÷01 5.876_8[*01 5.88013[*01 S.80047_401
14 0.00%8 6.08612[+01 6.084_3E*01 6.08466[*01 6.0_8_[÷01 6.099_9_÷01
13 0.00278 6.23982[*01 6.24071[*01 6.24_07[+01 6.25038[÷01 6.26074E÷01
12 -0,00278 6._9333E÷01 6,30063E÷01 6.30847E÷01 6.31763E÷01 6,32800E÷01
11 -0,00761 4._8531E*01 _.29992E*01 6,31310[÷01 6.32571E÷01 6,33_07E÷01
]0 -O.OllSl 6.22670E*01 6.2483_E*01 6.26694£,01 6.28310[*01 6._934_[*01
9 -0.015_6 6.1253_*[÷01 6.15248[÷01 6.17531[+01 6.19442[÷01 6.20_75[÷01
5 -0.01_3 5.98_97[+01 6.01930[+0| 6.04_68[+01 6.0655TE÷01 6.075_0[*01
7 -0.02140 $.B÷Z_eE+Ol 5.85411E+01 5.88047E÷01 5.90204E*0| S.91237E*01
6 -0.02380 $.b2520E+O| 5.65683E÷01 _.68310E÷0l S.70_SSE÷O| $.71_90[*01
S -0.02559 5.3_SB66E+QI 5.41940E÷01 5.44467E÷01 S.4_567E*01 S.47602[÷01
4 -0.02770 $.09035E*01 S.11949E÷01 S.14359E÷01 S.16327E÷01 S.i?362E÷OI
3 *0.0_928 _.670_5E*01 4.69714E÷01 4.71922E÷01 4.7371|E*01 4.74746E÷01
2 -0+0306_ _+8996|/.0J 3.92]7_E.0] _.9+,*0J3/*0| _.95472E*0_ 3.'_506|,0]
l -0.03185 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
X: l.O0000 1.50000 2.00000 Z.50000 3.00000
FIGURE 33
Ax+al Veloc+t+,es tn the Plane of Symmetry
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APPEHD!CES
_ppendi× A - Nomenclature
Variables
Coefficient of the finite difference equation
Area of a cell face
Convection coefficient
Diffusion coefficient
Weighting factor in the finite difference equation
Weighting factor in the finite difference equation
Total energy
Specific enthalpy of the species
Thermal conductivity
Mass source
Mass fraction
Static pressure
Universal gas constant
Source term in the differential equation
Temperature
Time
Velocity in the x-direction
Velocity vector
Velocity in the y-direction
Velocity in the w-direction
Axial distance
Radial distance
Tangential distance
Exchange coefficient
Kinematic viscosity
Density
Stress
Bb
E
e
F
f
eff
i
J
k
i
N
n
P
S
5
W
DJ
X
Y
Z
Back node
Back face
East node
East face
Front node
Front face
Effective
Cell X-direction index number
Cell Y-direction index number
Cell Z-direction index number
Specie
North node
North face
Node being computed
South node
South face
West node
West face
Axial direction
Radial direction
Tangential direction
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2 Appendix B - Graph Paper Cod__s
)de No____= Description
L 605 i0 x 10 to the centimeter 11"
> 60Z i0 x I0 to the half inch II"
500 Plain White 34"
505 i0 x I0 to the centimeter 34"
5 502 I0 x I0 to the half inch 36"
5 501 I0 x I0 to the inch 34"
7 GC13813 Probability Paper-perforated 11"
S 605B Centimeter - perforated Ii w
9 500 Mylar 3_"
0 600 Plain White II"
I GCI380g-10817 A size half inch - perforated 11"
2 600 Mylar Ii"
3 GC13812-I0818 A size centimeter - perforated 11"
4 622 2-cycle full log Ii"
5 640 _-log cycles x I0 div. Ii"
5 GC13807 3 cycles - perforated ii"
7 GC13808 5 cycles - perforated II"
8 601 i0 x I0 to the inch It"
g 600 With ballpoint pens II"
I 10819 Weibull Prob. - perforated ii"
2 600 Mylar with Ballpoint pens II"
g 500 Mylar with Ballpoint pens 34"
0 500 With ballpoint pens 34"
3 500 Vellum3q"
Width
0TE: Should this parameter be omitted or invalid, graph paper code Number 02 (i0 x 10 to
the half inch, ii" wide) will be used when making the plot.
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Appondi× C - Flo_ Dja__qrem For Calculat_no Potentla!]v Unstable ProblemR
For complex problems the computer program may be unstable if all the flow complexities are
'turned on' at once. The following guidelines are meant to guide the user in obtaining a
stable solution. The Flot_ Diagram provided below is only a guide and does not guarantee astable solution.
i,
LAMINAR, CONSTANT DENSITY, HIGHLY VISCOUS FLOW
, , 1I
I OBTAIN INITIAL GUESS & URDER-RELAXATION FACTORS FROMLAMINAR RUN
i , _r I ,
[ .... t....... ,SWITCH 0N THE CORRECT VISCOSITY FOR THE PARTICULAR FLUID
I
m,. I i i
TURN OH TURBULENCE & VISCOSITY FCALCULATION
i i I
RUN TEH OR TWENTY ITERATIONS
_RY TO INCREASE NUMBER OF PRESSURE ,o,]
TO STABILIZE SOLUTION SWEEPS|
_._J
RUN, OBSERVIHG CONVERGENCE
PATTERHS
CHANGE UNDER-
RELAXATION
FACTOR
SOLUTION STABLE?
I STORE RESULTS & INCREASE IITERATIONS
TO CONIERGEHCE
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.4 Appendix D - Warnings and Remedi@s
he follotqing list of warnings apd/or corresponding remedies have been collected as a re-
ult of extensive use of 3D TEACH. Their appearance here is to help the user with common
ccuring user solvable problems.
) Because initial guesses for enthalpies may not be consistent with the initial guesses
or specie mass fractions, temperatures and densities calculated based on these could
ause divergence of the =olution procedure. To avoid this problem, density and temper-
ture calculations are not turned on for at least I0 iterations.
) If, during the iterative process, a divide check occurs in LISOLV, it is possible that
11 flow is going into o'r coming out of a single cell. If this is the case the user
hould try perturbing the solution process by one of the following: a) put a contraction
t the exit b) change the number of sweeps or the under-relaxation factor on the velocity
alculations c) temporarily change the velocities on specified boundaries.
.) Any blockage at an inlet must be at least two cells thick.
.) An unspecified opening can not be used in conjunction with an adjoining blockage.
i) No flow should be entering the calculation domain from an unspecified opening and the
:low should be parabolic. If negative flow is generated block part of the opening to ac-
:elerate the flow and make all flow positive.
i) Stability and accuracy of the flow field depends on cell aspect ratio_ and the expan-
lion ratio. Cell aspect-ratios greater than lO.O will give rise to instabilities. Any
/alue greater than 1.0 will give rise to inaccuracy. This error will increase as the as-
)ect ratio is increased. Expansion ratios greater than 1.25 and less than 0.8 should also
]e avoided.
7) When using streakline plots it should be kept in mind that the combination of the size
)f the time step and the number of time steps should not be very large. A rule of thumb
to follow would be that this time should not be more than one tenth of the time required
For a particle to travel from one end of the geometry to the other. Special care should
)e taken when plotting streaklines near an outlet. In that case the time step should be
tess than the time required for the particle to exit the geometry.
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6,5 Appendix E - Proc]ram Maximum5
Variable
NXBLK
NYBLK
NZBLK
NFBLK
NBC
Sum of NX
Sum of NY
Sum of NZ
C_rd it appears on
(Card Type 2)
(Card Type 2)
(Card Type 2)
(Card Type 2)
(Card Type 2)
(Card Type 3A)
(Card Type 3B)
(Card Type 3C)
Current Maximum Value
58
58
16
1500
120
58
58
16
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